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ABSTRACT

In part one, an analytical model for the growth kinetics
of the anodic oxidation of Si at constant voltage is
developed.

The theoretical model derived for the film growth

rate is consistent with the existing empirical relation
reported earlier.

Electronic current density, the major

total current component, is shown to be nonohmic and space
charge limited.

Equations are derived, each as a function of

time, for the total current density, the electronic current
density, and the ionic efficiency during anodic oxidation.
These theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the
available experimental data.
In part two, the high frequency conductances of three
binary electrolytes:

NaCl, K 2 SO4 , and K 3 Fe(CN ) 6 have been

measured in aqueous solution by a spectrum analyzer.

A

maximum conductance at a specific high frequency has been
observed at certain concentrations for each electrolyte.
cell used for the experiments is a capacitive cell, or socalled condenser-type cell.

A theoretical circuit model,

which incorporates the Debye-Falkenhagen effect, has been
developed for this type of cell and low field conditions.
The calculations based on the classical electrostatic
interactions of ions are in satisfactory agreement with
experimental results.

Some aspects of the high frequency

conductance in capacitive cells, such as the role of the

xi
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The

Debye-Falkenhagen effect, which has been ignored or
misrepresented previously, are clarified.
In part three, the characteristics of the metalinsulator-electrolyte interface (MIE) , under quasi
equilibrium conditions, have been studied theoretically.
Mathematical models of the MIE have been developed for two
cases:

ideal, and non-ideal.

By combining MIE

characteristics and the electroosmotic effect in a capillary,
a novel effect called field effect electroosmosis can be
postulated.

Based on this effect, a new device called a

metal-insulator-electrolyte-electrokinetic field effect
device (MIEEKFED) can be designed.
Finally, two new fundamental equations for MicellarElectrokinetic Capillary Chromatography (MECC) have been
derived, which are the corresponding Capillary Zone
Electrophoresis (CZE) equations for the resolution and the
migration time.

A Van Deemter-like equation to describe the

theoretical plate height for MECC has also been derived.
MECC optimal resolution has been found for neutral solutes in
three cases:

where the migration mobility of the micelle is

negative, zero, and positive.

xii
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CHAPTER
AN

1

OVERVIEW

The insulator electrode is the common component in all
the topics covered in this monograph, such as anodization of
silicon, capacitive cells, and electroosmosis.

In a very

simple way, an electrochemical cell with insulator electrodes
could be represented as a combination of a resistor and a
capacitor in series.
R
a

c

'/W v r

T)

Fig. !.!

The resistor is equivalent to the total resistance of the
electrolyte and the electrodes.

The capacitor is the

equivalent of the total capacitance of the insulator
electrode sandwiched between a conductor and an electrolyte,
and the capacitance of the double layer at the interface of
the electrode and the electrolyte.

There is a limited number

of interactions possible with the above circuit model through
the application of a voltage.

One way is to apply a very

high D.C. voltage within the range of the dielectric
breakdown field of the insulator.

Part one of this monograph

(anodization of silicon) belongs to this category.

The

electric field required for anodic oxidation of silicon is
about 2 x 107 (V/cm) which is the dielectric strength of the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

2

oxide.

Under this high electric field, both an ionic current

as well as an electronic current exist in the solid silicon
phase.

A comprehensive model has been developed for the

constant voltage anodic oxidation of silicon.
Another way to interact with the insulator electrode
cell is to apply a low magnitude/high frequency A.C. voltage.
Dielectrics are transparent to the high frequency.
Therefore, by applying a high frequency signal to the circuit
model of Fig. 1.1, there will be a current flow.

The current

is only electronic and no ionic current is present in the
insulator electrodes.

The ionic current only exists now in

the electrolyte part of the cell.

The second part of this

thesis, under the title of high frequency conductometry
(oscillometry), belongs to this category.

In this study a

comprehensive model has been presented for the capacitive
cell (or the condenser type cell).

Some aspects of the high

frequency conductance in capacitive cells, such as the DebyeFalkenhagen effect, which has been ignored or misrepresented
previously, are clarified.
In part three of this manuscript, the concept of the
insulator electrode is presented again.

Another way of

interacting with the circuit model of Fig. 1.1 is to charge
or discharge the capacitor.

By charging and discharging, the

voltage across the double layer can be controlled.

A

mathematical model has been developed for the metalinsulator-electrolyte (MIE) to examine the effects of
charging or discharging on the double layer.

By combining

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

the MIE system with capillary electroosmosis, a novel
phenomenon will be postulated, which is called field effect
electroosmosis.

Through field effect electroosmosis, we can

control the electroosmotic flow in a capillary by an electric
field applied perpendicularly to the flow direction.
The final chapter in part three concerns the application
of electroosmosis phenomenon in a capillary.

Insulator

(capillary walls) electrolyte interaction creates a double
layer.

By applying an electric field across the capillary,

the double layer charge moves.

The moving charge of the

double layer causes the whole electrolyte to move, and this
is called electroosmotic flow.

Recently a system of

electroosmotically pumped micellar solutions in a capillary
was used for chromatography.

This technique was termed

micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC).

A

kinematic model has been developed for the micelles and the
neutral solute based on their mobilities.

The new concept of

effective mobility has been defined for the neutral solute.
A Van Deemter-like model has been derived to determine the
number of theoretical plates, N, possible for MECC.

By

combining the Van Deemter-like equation and the effective
mobility, two fundamental equations for MECC have been
derived.

The optimum conditions in MECC for better

resolution and resolution per unit time has been calculated.
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CHAPTER

ANODIZATION

I .

OF

2

SILICON

BACKGROPND
If the oxide-coated metal or semiconductor is made the

anode of an electrolyte cell (with a solution which does not
dissolve the oxide), the applied current sets up an
electrostatic field in the oxide.

This field produces

continuous growth of the film by causing anions or cations to
be pulled through the film.

Thus, the growth of anodic oxide

is essentially a problem in ionic conduction at high field
strengths, complicated by the presence of two interfaces:
metal or semiconductor/oxide, and oxide/solution at which
transfer processes must occur.
The anodic oxidation of valve metals and silicon were
first explored by Guntherschulze at the beginning of the
century and by Guntherschulze and Betz in the 1930's (1).

In

the late 1950's and 1960's the research on anodic oxidation
of silicon accelerated due to microelectronic applications.
The anodic production of oxide has the advantage over thermal
methods in that it may be performed at room temperature, thus
avoiding unwanted alloying and doping, which may occur at
high temperatures.

In 1957, Schmid and Michel (2)

investigated a number of aqueous electrolytes and found that
the best films were obtained with 0.04N KNO3 in N-

5
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methylacetamide.

The electric field in Si0 2 during anodic

oxidation was reported to be about 2 or 3 x 107 (V/cm) with
current efficiencies of about 1 or 2%.

These very high

fields make silicon of special interest for academic studies.
Characterization of the anodic oxide of silicon, both
porous and non-porous, have been reported (3, 4).
Investigation of the electrode reactions involving solution
species during the anodization of silicon have been made by
Duffek, Mylroie, and Benjamini (5) for low resistivity
material in several electrolyte solutions in Nmethylacetamide.

The rate of anodization depended on the

water content of the N-methylacetamide.
the current efficiency were also made.

Determinations of
It was postulated

that water (which is formed as an electrolysis product) is in
fact necessary for the anodization process.

A similar study

has been made using ethylene glycol solutions (6 ).
Rabinovitch and Borrer (7) measured the rates of oxidation of
1-3 (Ohm'cm) p-type silicon in sulfuric acid and caustic soda
solutions over a range of temperatures.

Determinations of

the refractive index and thickness of oxide films formed by
various methods on silicon have been made by Archer (8 ) and
Claussen and Fowler (9) using ellipsometry.
The high resistance films formed in N-methylacetamide
solutions have been used in experimental sintered anode
silicon capacitors (10).

Thermally oxidized films have been

anodized in the same solution to improve their leakage
resistance for use in capacitors (11).

Anodic oxide films on
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silicon may be used as sources for doping elements in
integrated silicon devices (12) .

The dopant is incorporated

into the oxide from the electrolyte during anodization.
Warning and Benjamini (13) found that at constant
current density the luminescence during anodization of
silicon increased as some low power (between 1 and 3
depending on the resistivity and type of silicon) of the "net
voltage."

The anodic oxidation of silicon in pure water has

been reported (14) to give highly insulating oxide films.
The "electrical strength" of these was quoted as (5 to 16) x
106 V/cm.
There are two techniques for anodic oxidation of
silicon:

constant current and constant voltage anodization.

In the constant current technique, the current is kept
constant during oxidation.

To maintain a constant ionic

current through the oxide, each added thickness of oxide
requires an increase in the potential, V, across the oxide
film.

Therefore, the constant current anodization can be
dV
characterized by the rate of increasing potential, ^jr, across
the oxide.

Assuming the electric field, E, in the oxide to

be independent of time and distance, the following
relationship holds (15),
dV
dx
dt “ E dt

JjEM
ZFp
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where

x = thickness
t = time
Ji = ionic current density
F = Faraday = 9.65 x 104 coulombs/mole
Z = number of Faradays required to form one
molecular weight of oxide
p

= density

M = molecular weight of oxide
Another parameter for characterization of anodic oxidation is
the ionic current efficiency, which is defined as

=

^

where

=

J

Ji

Je + J±

TJ = ionic current efficiency
J = total current density
Je = electronic current density

Typically, the ionic current efficiency for oxide growth is
approximately

1

% with the majority of the current

participating in electrolytic reactions other than the
oxidation of silicon (9).

Typical results based on these

simple concepts yield (2) for Jtotal =
which implies E = 2.6 x 107 V/cm.

Ax

7

mA/cmz, ^

= 3 . 8 A/V,

Constant current

anodization in an electrolyte of KNO3 in n-methylacetamide
can be continued to 350 volts, where breakdown of the oxide
film occurs.

By switching from constant current to constant

voltage anodization at 300 volts, the oxide formation can be
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continued to 560 volts before breakdown occurs (2) . When
breakdown occurs, there is a visible damage to the oxide.

It

has been suggested that breakdown of the oxide films during
the forming process occurs at imperfections in the film;
these imperfections develop as the film grows thicker (15).
Breakdown then occurs due to the heat produced by conduction
in the oxide at these imperfections.

The rise in temperature

due to the localized discharges increases the ionic
conduction over these localized regions and enhances the
oxide growth, resulting in a nonuniform thickness of the
oxide film.
In constant voltage anodization technique, a constant
voltage is applied between the anode and the cathode.

This

results in an initial current which is limited by the
resistance of the electrolyte, any thin oxide layer on the
silicon anode, and the polarization associated with the
formation of a "double-layer" in the electrolyte.

The

presence of a potential barrier at the silicon-oxide
interface can also reduce the initial current flow.

As the

oxide thickness increases, the electric field in the oxide
decreases and this results in a decreasing current through
the oxide.

This reduction in ionic current decreases the

growth rate of the oxide.

Usually the anodization process is

stopped when the current through the oxide has decayed from
its initial value to some preselected value which has
arbitrarily been chosen as the minimum current.
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It is also interesting to study anodic oxidation to
understand insulator breakdown.

Oxide layers are formed

during anodic oxidation on substances such as Ta, Al, Zr, Si,
at fields varying from a few MV/cm to nearly 20 MV/cm.

The

thin film breakdown event was first observed and studied by
Giintherschulze and Betz (1) in anodically produced oxide
films.

Other early works were reported on mica by Austen and

Whitehead (16); on vapor deposited alkali halides, silicon
dioxide, and polystyrene by Plessner (17) .

Giintherschulze

and Betz observed that during constant current anodic
oxidation, above a certain thickness breakdown, sparks occur
which cause local evaporation followed by reanodization of
the breakdown spot.

These events may be called self healing

breakdowns; consisting of subsequent initiating, instability,
destructive, and rehealing steps.

The rate of breakdowns

rapidly increases with thickness until all the anodizing
current is used up for rehealing; the growth of the oxide
layer stops, and the maximum voltage and thickness of the
anodic layer are obtained.

During constant current anodic

oxidation, the field across the oxide remains constant.
Therefore, the opportunity exists to investigate breakdown as
a function of thickness at constant field.
Electro-luminescence is also one of the phenomena which
is observed during the growth.

The intensity of the light is

proportional to the anodic current density (18).

This may be

an important finding for the understanding of electronic
breakdown in insulators, because insulators with dry contacts
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have electroluminescence in prebreakdown and during the
breakdown.

Of course, a difference in conditions that should

be pointed out is that there is a large ionic current flow in
the insulator during anodization, but not in the dry
specimen.

Vijh has studied the sparking voltages and side

reactions during the anodic oxidation of Si and valve metals
in terms of electron tunneling (19).

In his work he has

shown that, due to a low tunneling barrier (~40A), the
tunneling of electrons and hence oxygen evolution is most
favored on Si.

It is proposed that this is the main reason

why oxygen evolution, or some other electronically sustained
electrochemical reaction, almost always accompanies the
anodization of Si from the very commencement of anodization.
High oxygen evolution causes high electronic current and
therefore low efficiency in Si anodic oxidation.

On the

contrary, for Al, which has the tunnelling barrier of ~127A,
the efficiency is 100% for the anodic oxide process.

This is

simply because oxygen evolution, which would be expected to
proceed by a tunneling process, is unlikely since the
estimated width of the tunneling barrier is too high.
In the next chapter, a theoretical model for constant
voltage anodic oxidation of silicon is given, and literature
experimental studies for the mechanism of growth are
reviewed.

The theoretical model is compared with the

existing experimental data.
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CHAPTER
THEORETICAL

MODEL

FOR

O XID A TIO N

I .

3

CONSTANT
OF

VOLTAGE

ANODIC

S IL IC O N

IN TR O D U C TIO N
At present the technique most commonly used for

fabrication of Si0 2 films in electronic devices has been the
thermal oxidation of silicon.

On the other hand, oxide films

can be grown on silicon by an electrochemical process (1-4).
The electrochemical process has a number of advantages, such
as low cost and the use of room temperature, which make this
process a very good candidate for growing insulator layers on
hydrogenated amorphous silicon films.

Amorphous Si:H films

are unstable at high temperature (above 300-350’C ) . Oxide
•insulation layers are used to make low-cost, high-efficiency
solar cells and integrated thin film transistor arrays (TFT)
for image sensor and large-area liquid crystal displays.
Another advantage is the ability to grow very thin silicon
dioxide layers (20-200A) for short channel MOSFET and EPROM
devices (5).

Many theoretical papers (6-12), in addition to

experimental investigations (13-26), have followed the
original work by Cabrera and Mott (6 ); however, still more
work is necessary for a complete understanding and adequate
control of the anodic process.
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In this chapter, an analytical model for the constant
voltage anodic oxidation of silicon has been developed.

The

experimental results and an empirical relation found by Jain
et al.

(3) are compared with the theoretical growth rate

equations.

I I .

THEORETICAL

MODEL

Two basic steps for the constant voltage anodic
oxidation of Si are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

First, it is

assumed that the anions are transported across the oxide film
and, second, that the anions react with the silicon surface.
The first assumption of this model is that anions are
the dominant species moving across the oxide.

It has been a

controversial issue for the anodic oxidation of silicon
whether, during growth, the cation, the anion, or both, are
moved across the thickening oxide film.

Schmidt and Owen (1)

labeled an oxide film on silicon by anodizing it in
tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol containing 32P as phosphate.

When

this radioactive film was subsequently anodized in an
electrolyte which contained nonradioactive phosphate, the 32P
isotope was found only in the inner layers.

The authors

concluded that the cation was the species that migrated to
cause film growth.

However, Mackintosh and Plattner (23)

implanted a thin anodic oxide film on silicon with Kr and Xe
and, after anodizing, determined their positions by means of
Rutherford backscattering analysis.

They concluded that the
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anions were responsible for more than 95% and the cations for
less than 5% of the ionic current for anodic oxide growth in
four different electrolytes.

Their experiments also showed

that phosphate anion moves inward during anodic oxidation, so
it is not.a suitable marker.

According to Pringle (8 ), there

are two criteria for selection of suitable markers.

The

first requirement for any marker is that it should not
interfere with the oxidation process; that is, it should be
inert.

Since the mere presence of a marker is enough to

perturb the oxide in its immediate vicinity, some
interference is inevitable.

The best that can be done,

therefore, is to reduce the number and size of the markers as
much as possible.
shall be immobile.

The second requirement is that the marker
The work of Mende (24) also was directed

to determine whether the cations or the anions are the
dominant ionic current carrying species.

In Mende's

experiment, radioactive 30Si was implanted into silicon, which
was oxidized by anodization, and the profile of both 30Si in
Si and Si0 2 was compared.

The 30Si profile in anodic Si0 2

agrees well with 30Si theoretical profile and experimental
profile in Si.

If both anions and cations move across

thickening oxides, a significant difference between the 30Si
profile in SiC>2 and the 30Si profile in Si must be measured.
Experimentally, it was found that this is not the case.

If

the silicon ions are mobile during anodization and their
order changes, again, a significant difference between the
30Si profile in Si0 2 and the 30Si profile in Si must be
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measured.

But the results support the view that the sequence

of silicon ions does not change during anodization.

This may

be evidence for the mobility of anions, but could equally be
caused by silicon ions (cations) being mobile but maintaining
their sequence during anodic oxide growth.

The silicon ions

are not likely to be mobile, because self-diffusion
measurements of Si into Si0 2 , using radioactive 31Si as a
tracer, have been made by Pretorius et al. (25) and this
experimental work showed no self-diffusion of silicon into
SiC>2 at temperatures up to 1200‘C.

Additionally, a limit to

the self-diffusion coefficient could be set to be less than
2 x 10- 1 8 m 2 s-1.

From Einstein's relation, D/|l=kT/q, a

mobility can be calculated at 1200’C of less than 1.6 x 10- 1 7
m 2 s-1 V - 1 and the mobility of Si in Si 0 2 would be very much
smaller at room temperature, further evidence for the
assumption that the anions are the dominant migrating species
across the oxide during anodic oxidation.
The second assumption is that the anodic oxidation is a
drifting limited process.

In other words, the reaction

between the anions and Si at the interface of the oxide and
the silicon is much faster than the migration process of the
anions across the oxide.

In region II of Fig. 3.1.
V

Ji = -ni q m E

= -ni qjli Xo(t)

d>

and
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(2 )

Ji = ~qf

where %o(t) is the oxide thickness as a function of time, f
is the flux of anions transported across the oxide film, ni
is the anionic concentration in the oxide, q is the anionic
charge, (ii is the anionic mobility, E is the electric field
across the oxide, and V is the voltage across the oxide.

Of

course, the diffusion current is assumed to be negligible in
comparison with the drift current because the oxidation is
taking place at room temperature.
The ionic current efficiency, T|, is defined as

(3)

The total current density (J) passing through the anodic
oxide is the combination of the ionic (Ji) and the electronic
current density (Je),

J = Ji + Je .

(4)

The flux of the anion or oxidant species reaching the
oxide/silicon interface is given by

(5)
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where Ni is number of anions per unit volume of the silicon
dioxide.

Referring to Fig. 3.2, it is then possible to

derive the following relations

V — V0
If

R =

then

v = V 0 - JAR

where A =

JA(Rsi + ^electrolyte)

Rsi + ^electrolyte

(6 )

the surface area of the oxide,V = voltage across

the oxide, and VQ = voltage applied across the electrodes.
Substituting V of eq.

(6 ) into eq.

(1) Ji is obtained as

-niqlli
Ji =

Y o(t) (V° "

JAR)

•

(7)

It is assumed that the ionic current efficiency changes
slowly as a function of time and it can be substituted by its
average

J “

where

Ji
■lav

(8)

1
tf
Tiav = ■ _t _ J ri(t)dt.
ti

Substituting eq. (8 ) into eq. (7) and solving the new
equation for Ji, the following is obtained

■j. _
^

ni<3M-jVo'nav
Xo^lav — H iq jli R A
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Q

Setting Ji from eq. (9) equal to Ji from eq. (5) and solving
dx0 (t)
for
^
, it follows a s :

d % o _______ njqUiVoTlav
dt
qNiTlavXo (t) -niH-iq2NiRA

(1 0 )

where -qNi = 11,580 x 106 (C-m-3) according to Ref.

(3).

Equation (10) is a differential equation which can be solved
using the limit %o (t) = 0 for t=o

*t

rxo-»

J/t=I

qNiX(t)
[NiqlljVo

qNiRA
dx
V 0-H-

where xi is the initial oxide thickness.

(1 1 )

Using eq.

(11),

Xo(t) can be found

Xo(t)

= Xi

niq|ljRA^2
Tlav
)

njq{ljRA
r\ av

+

f22 niqjljV
0
niqjliVo\
[ qNi
/

The term %Q (t) cannot be negative so, %Q has only one answer

Zo(t) = Xi +

-nigM-jRA^
Ir-niq|
li

niqlliRA
■lav

+

V I ^lav

For t, if t=o then X 0 (t) = xi

But if t »0,

^mqUjVcA
^ qNi
f

^ pnjqHiVc
(1 2 )

(13)

f-njqUjRA^
Tlav

{
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<2 niqjJ.iV0N\ 1 / 2
and

l{

then eq.

f.

»

Xi

(1 2 ) approximates to

(14)

If we compare the empirical relation XQ = rQ + at1 / 2 from Ref.
(3) with eqs. (13) and (14)

-* /2 ni
= xi and a = \/ —
q
V
cNi

Finally, the equation for %Q (t) can be written as

Xo(t) - xi +

Substituting Xo(t) from eq.

'2 niqHiV0 \L/ 2
t l/2
qNi

(15) into eq.

(15)

(5), the Ji in terms

of the basic parameters of the system is obtained.

.. dXo(t)
1
. -1 / 2
i
|'2nic[HV0 > W 2 " l / 2
Ji - -qNi
= -jqHiat
= -?qMl
W
°j
t
(16)

Revesz (28) has shown that the electronic current is not
the result of a field-enhanced carrier process.

He has also

shown that the electronic current is not due to Schottky
emission and thermionic emission of electrons (holes).
Therefore, the likely possibilities are that, under the high
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field condition, electrons injected from the electrolyte, or
holes from the silicon, tunnel into the conduction or valence
band of the oxide, respectively.

It can be easily shown that

the energy barrier between the silicon and oxide valence
bands is 3.8 eV.

This barrier is too high to give the

observed range of current density; hence, electron injection
from the electrolyte is the probable process.

This argument

is further substantiated by the observation made by Duffek et
al. (16) that, during anodization, N-methylacetamide is
oxidized to a secondary amide, water, and various oxides of
nitrogen.

This process,

[as well as that in KNO3 and

ethylene glycol electrolyte,

(2 )] is thought to involve

electron transfer at the oxide/electrolyte interface.

If we

assume that electrons are injected by tunneling from the
electrolyte and that they give rise to a space-charge-limited
current through the oxide, then the observed electronic CV
characteristics can be explained in the following way:

for

SiC>2 film, an exponential distribution of traps may be
assumed.

In this case, the space-charge-limited electronic

current density is derived to be
ym
Je = KV

(17)

K and m are constants defined in Appendix A and V is the
velocity of electrons due to the applied voltage V across the
thin film with thickness Xo(t).

The value of m = 0.3 is
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given in Ref.

(28) for the anodic oxidation of silicon at

constant voltage.

From eq.

(17) Kv can be obtained

KV = -g-

(18)

X2m
o

and the electric field across the oxide is given by
V(t)
E(t)- £ 7 u

<1S>

Using the experimental data of Jain et al. (3) for the
variation of Je with time, it is possible to calculate Kv as
a function of the electric field (Fig. 3.3).

The two regions

in Fig. 3.3 correspond to a high electric field region in
which the velocity is saturated and a lower electric field
region in which the velocity is linearly proportional to the
electric field.

By least squares analysis, the slopes of the

linear regions are 1.5 x 10“ 1 2 and 1.4 x 10“ 1 2 for 250 and 300
volts, respectively, and the intercept for both voltages is
-1.8 x 10-3.

The slope is

siope =

Akv

Av
= k^

(2 0 )

and the mobility definition is

|le =

Av

where |le is the electronic mobility

(2 1 )
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Substituting the mobility from eq.

(21) into (20), slope is

obtained,

slope = KJle

(22)

We define Vin, XQin, vinr Jein an<* Ein as initial
velocity, initial oxide thickness, initial voltage, initial
electronic current density, and initial electric field, at
the start of the linear region of oxide growth.
3.3, Ein = 2.4 x 109 (V/m).

From Fig.

Then

Av =

m - v

(23)

and
AE = E - E m

(24)

and, if these equations are combined with eq.

V = ^e (E - Ein) + vin

From eq.

(25)

(17) Vin can be found

Kvin — Je^n / vm
m

and

(2 1 ),

'in
jin

Xr

2m ^
/ toin
/

(26)

(27)

in
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Further substitution of eqs. (26) and (27) into (25) and (17)
gives an expression for the electronic current density

fx°in
°:6

V 1 •3
J* =

If J i « J e , eq.

yO.3
m

K^S Xi-* +

V° •3
Je.

m

~ K)le
X °in

v 0.6

(28)

(6 ) can be written as V = VQ - JeAR, and since

the JeAR term is small compared to V or the following
approximation could be made

V 0-3 =

and

V 1-3 =

(V0 - JeA R )0-3 - V 0,3

(Vo-JeAR)1-3 = <v0-JeAR) V

(29)

0.3

(30)

Using these expressions and solving for Je, an
approximate relation is obtained for Je as a function of time
and the basic parameters of the system

1.3
K|leVQ
+

/ 0.6
X°in
0.3

V

A
'in

^ in - Klie x

V in

ln

Zo(t)
J

(31)

Je “
Xo(t)

The relation
X o ( t ) ,

Xo(t)

1 -6

+ KHeRA V ° ' 3

= at1 / 2 + rQ can also be used to replace

to give
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1 3

K^eV0- +

°in

" O

(at1 / 2 + rD)

Jei

V.

/
(32)

Je (t)
(a t 1 /2 + T q )1 -6 + KJXeR A V ° ' 3

The parameters used to calculate Je (t) for both 300 and 250
volts are given in Table 3.1, and the electronic current
densities as functions of time are shown in Fig. 3.4.
J, the total current is obtained by adding eq.
eq.

(16) and

(32),

J(t) = Ji(t) + Je (t)

1 3
-qNxa( (at1/2 + r0 ) 1 -6+k(le RAV § •3)+2Kn.e V Q ‘ t 1/2 +

2t1/2 (at1/2 + r 0 )1 •6+2KjieRA v ° ' 3 t 1/2

(33)

J(t) is not an exponential function with respect to its
physical parameters but it is close to the exponential
relation empirically assumed by Jain et al.

(3).

Again using

the parameters in Table I, J(t), the total current density
can be derived for the two voltages (Fig. 3.5).
Finally, by substituting J from eq. (35) and Ji from eq.
(16) into eq. (3), an expression is obtained for the
efficiency as a function of time
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0.3
- q N x a (at1 /2- r 0 ) 1 •6— qNiaKjle R A V Q "

tl(t)
-qNia((at1/2+r0)1 -6-KRe RAV ° ’3 )+2KjleV* ’3t1'2+

(34)
The calculated efficiencies at 300 and 250 V are shown in
Fig. 3.6 respectively.
The potential drop across the oxide is given by applied
voltage, Vc, minus the drop across the lumped resistor, R

V(t) = V 0 - RAJ(t)

(35)

and the electric field across the oxide can be computed from
the expression

I I I .

RESULTS

AND

The derived eq.

D ISCUSSIO N

(15) has the same functional form as the

empirical relation obtained experimentally for constant
voltage anodic oxidation by Jain et al.

(3).

Their empirical

relation is

r(t) = at1 / 2 + rQ

(37)
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where r(t) is the oxide thickness function of time and rc is
the initial oxide thickness.

From the comparison of the

empirical relation of (37) with eq. (15), physical
significance is obtained for the constants, namely

(38)

rQ - xi = 46 x 10“ 1 0 m (native oxide by Jain et a l . (3))

Beckmann and Harrick (20) have determined experimentally
the hydroxyl content of anodically grown Si0 2 films by
internal reflection spectroscopy in the infrared.

The anodic

films were formed on wafers of p-type silicon in 0.25N KNO2
in tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (THFA) at constant current (1 A
m-2) .

The concentration of OH- ion was measured to be 1 x

102 6

(#/m3) .

with

(KNO2 +THFA) is similar to the anodic oxidation with

If we assume the mechanism of anodic oxidation

(ethylene glycol+KN0 3 ) and substituting ni = 1 x 102 6
in eq.

(38), the mobility can be calculated.

(#/m3)

For V = 300,

M-i (300) = 4.9 x 10- 1 7 m2/sec V, and for V = 250, |li(250) = 4.1 x
10- 1 7 m2/sec V, which suggests that the ionic mobility may be
a weak function of voltage.

The variations of Kv's with

electric field are plotted in Fig. 3.3, and these are
linearly proportional to the electric field for E < 2.4 x 109
V/m.

Kfii's, the slopes of the linear regions, have values

1.5 x 10“ 1 2 and 1.4 x 10- 1 2 for the two different voltages 300
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and 250 V, respectively.

At the beginning of anodic

oxidation, the electric field is very high and the anions are
moving across the oxide at saturated velocity.

Then, when

the electric field is reduced across the oxide, the variation
of velocity with electric field becomes linear.

The electric

current densities are plotted for two different voltages in
Fig. 3.4 and this theoretical model is in good agreement with
the experimental data of Jain et al (3).

The model strictly

is applicable only for the time interval during oxidation
when velocity and electric field are proportional linearly.
This linear region starts after the first few minutes from
the beginning of the process.

Total current densities are

plotted in Fig. 3.5 and these are in good agreement also with
the experimental data.

Similarly, the ionic current

efficiencies, shown in Fig. 3.6, correspond to the available
experimental results.
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IV .

APPENDIX

A
V™

Je = k v

V = ^

substituting (3 9) into eq.

2m

<17)

E = fie J

(39)

(17) we obtain

Vntf-l
Je = k He XQ2 m+l

Comparing eq.

(40) with the equation (4.17) from Ref.

k = Ncq

(30),

fej

1

m = T

Tc is a characteristic temperature used to approximate the
rate at which the trap density changes with energy.
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Table 3.1.

Parameters used for Model Calculations in Text

VQ = 250 (v)

V0 = 300 (V)

K|i.E = 1.5 x 10-12 C-m“0-3v_0-3

K|i0 = 1.4 x 10-12 c-m-°-3V°-3

X q . = 8.5 x 10“8 m
in

X q xn
. = 1.04 x 10“7 m

Vin = 189 V

Vin = 246 V

a = 53.1 x 10"10 m-sec-1/2

a = 64 x 10~10 m-sec-1/2

r0 = 46 x 10-10 m

rQ = 46 x 10-10 m

R = 4.8 KD

R = 4.8 KQ

A = 1 x 10-4 m 2

A = 1 x 10-4 m 2
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Growth kinetics diagram for anodic oxidation.
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REGION 11

Model of interface showing current parameters:
Ie = Je •A,

= Ji*A.

A = The surface area of the oxide (1 x 10-4 (m2)
in Ref.

(3) is used for calculation.

V = voltage across oxide.
V0 = voltage applied across oxide
Ri = the ionic resistor of the oxide
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= 250 V.
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CHAPTER
HIGH

I .

FREQUENCY

4

CONDUCTOMETRY

BACKGROUND
In high frequency conductometry or oscillometry, an

electrochemical cell in which a solution to be analyzed is
placed between external, parallel metal sheet electrodes is
called a capacitive cell, or condenser type cell.

Since the

solution is insulated from the metal plates by the walls of
the container, it can be used only at high frequencies.

The

high frequency method was suggested first by Blake (1).

In

this type of cell, the electrochemical reactions are not
present to interfere with the conductance measurement since
the electrodes are not in direct contact with the
electrolyte.

Reilley et a l . (2) have made an extensive study

of the theory of frequency titrations and their applications.
Ermakov et al.

(3-5) have used this type of cell to study the

structural properties of solutions.

Forman et a l . (6 ) have

used a capacitive cell in an attempt to verify experimentally
the Debye-Falkenhagen effect.
The Debye-Falkenhagen theory for the dispersion of
electrolyte conductance at high frequency was formulated in
1928 (7).

The Debye-Falkenhagen effect, or dispersion of

conductance, is the variation of conductance with frequency
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at high frequencies due to-the existence of an ionic
atmosphere with a finite time of relaxation.

The essential

postulate of the Debye-Huckel theory is that every ion may be
considered to be surrounded by an ionic atmosphere of
opposite sign.

In the vicinity of any given ion there is a

predominance of ions of opposite charge (these are called
counterions) .

The situation is dynamic rather than static,

and on the average more counterions than like-ions pass by
any given ion, and they come and go in all directions.

This

time-averaged, spherical haze of opposite charge is called
the ionic atmosphere of the ion.

As long as the ionic

atmosphere is

"stationary", that is to

say, it is notexposed

to an applied

electrical

shearing forcetending

field or to a

to cause movement of the ion with respect to the solvent, it
has spherical

symmetry. When an ionic atmosphere is exposed

to an applied

electrical

disturbed.

field, its symmetry will

be

If a particular kind of ion moves to the right,

for example, each ion will constantly have to build up its
ionic atmosphere to the right, while the charge density to
the left gradually decays.

The rate at which the atmosphere

to the right forms and that to the left dies away is
expressed in terms of a quantity called the time of
relaxation of the ionic atmosphere.

If the oscillation

frequency of an applied field is higher than the reciprocal
of the relaxation time, the ion will be virtually stationary
and the ionic atmosphere will be symmetrical.

Therefore, the

retarding force due to relaxation or the asymmetry effect
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will disappear partially, or entirely, as the frequency of
the oscillations of the current is increased.

At

sufficiently high frequencies above the reciprocal of
relaxation time, the conductance of the solution should be
greater than that observed with low frequency.

Debye and

Falkenhagen have shown that this relaxation time, 0, is given
by
Q _ ________ 8.85 x IQ" 14 (F/cm) x D0________
ZAo

(r_1-cm2 -mole_1) x C (mol/liter) x 1CT3

where
D 0 = dielectric constant of water
Ao = equivalent conductivity of the solution
C = concentration of the solution
Z = ^ of valence
CO =

27Cf

=
6

=------ ZAo_C----8.85 x lO" 11 x Dn

(2)

ZAq x C

8.85 x 10" 11 x D0 x 2JC

fX — v (speed of light) — > X =

Substituting (3) in (4) we obtain

^ _ 8.85 x IQ" 11 x Dp x 271 x V
ZA 0 x C
or
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(3)

(4)

X

x C x Z = constant

where constant =

8.85

x 10-11 x D 0 x 2 n x v
;-- y-------(6 )

Forman and Crisp (6 ) in 194 6 used a capacitive cell and
performed some experiments on several binary electrolytes.
The method they employed was to determine the temperature
rise of a solution held in a quartz calorimeter within the
condenser field of a high-frequency oscillator.

It was found

impossible to make reliable measurements on one particular
solution concentration with several different frequencies,
owing to variations in the power output of the oscillator
when the frequency of oscillation was varied.

Therefore, the

frequency and power output of the oscillator were held
constant and the concentrations of the solution were varied.
The temperature rise for constant time of power absorption at
a constant input wattage was determined and a family of
curves was obtained.

The frequency corresponding to the

maximum power loss was a function of the concentration of the
solution and the valence number of binary electrolyte ions.
A convenient empirical relation was evaluated to be
X

x C x Z = constant

which was analogous to eq. (6 ).

(7)

Therefore, they concluded

that this was an experimental proof of the Debye-Falkenhagen
effect.

In 1954, Reilley (2) studied this type of cell.

He

proposed a circuit model for the capacitive cell and from
that circuit model he derived an equation analogous to eq.
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[5].

He believed that this was a fortuitous coincidence, and

the experimental proof of Forman et a l . for the DebyeFalkenhagen effect was under considerable doubt.

In 1962,

Ermakov (4) and Zagorets measured conductance of several
binary electrolytes.

In their measurements, they kept the

frequency constant and the concentration of the solution was
varied.

They found a maximum conductance at a specific

concentration.

The relation between concentration and

frequency was similar to eq. (6 ).

They concluded that the

position of the maximum is determined by the relaxation
phenomena in solutions.

Ermakov's conclusion is in

contradiction to Reilley's conclusion.

Now the question that

needs to be addressed is who is right.

In the next chapter

this question will be answered by a theoretical and an
experimental approach.
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INTRODUCTION
As mentioned in Chapter 4, an electrochemical cell in

which a solution to be analyzed is placed between external,
parallel metal sheet electrodes is called a capacitive cell
or condenser-type cell.

In this type of cell there is no

galvanic contact between solution and measuring system.

This

cell has a number of advantages over the conventional
conductometric cell.

In conventional conductometry, the

electrodes are in direct contact with a solution and suffer
polarization, which may introduce spurious resistances that
cannot be interpreted in terms of the composition of the
solution.

Such difficulties are not encountered in a

capacitive cell.

The high frequency method was suggested

first by Blake (1).

Reilley et al.

(2) have made an

extensive study of the theory of high frequency titration and
its application.

Ermakov et al.

(3-5) have used this type of

cell to study the structural properties of solutions.

Forman

and Crisp (6 ) have used Debye-Falkenhagen effect to describe
the response of the capacitive cell.
In this chapter, a more complete model has been
developed for an overall circuit analysis than that used in
the previous work of Reilley.

The experimental results

47
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obtained from use of a modern network analyzer are compared
to this more rigorous theoretical model.

The overall circuit

response of this type of cell, which has been studied
incompletely (2) or misunderstood (5,6) is clarified.

II .

EXPERIMENTAL

The high frequency conductances of three binary
electrolytes in aqueous solution, varying in concentration
from 0.1 M to nominally 10- 7 M, have been measured at
frequencies between 0.5 and 25 MHz.
The cell used for the conductance measurements was
constructed from a polystyrene UV-visible cell with a height
of 4.25 cm, outer cross-section width of 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm, and
inner cross-sectional width of 1.0 cm x 1.0 cm.

Two silver

foil electrodes of dimensions 4.0 cm x 1.0 cm were attached
to parallel outside walls of the cell.
electrode was 4.0 cm x 1.0 cm.

The dimension of each

For a capacitive cell, which

is filled with an electrolyte, the boundaries of different
layers between two electrodes are shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and an
equivalent circuit is depicted in Fig. 5.1(b).

The solution

has a resistance R and a bulk capacitance Cs . The

/

capacitances corresponding to the walls are Cw

and Cw•

The

resistance of each wall is assumed to be infinitely large.
The equivalent circuit of the cell, therefore, in its
simplest representation, is shown in Fig. 5.1(c), where
Ci=CwCw/(CvJ+Cw) and C2 =CS.

A network analyzer, Model HP8753A,
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was used for the high frequency conductance measurements.
This analyzer is able to measure the total admittance of a
circuit and compute the real part of the admittance, i.e.,
the conductance.

The three electrolytes used for the

conductance measurements were NaCl, K2 SO4 , and K3 Fe(CN)6 ,
whose anions have Z=l,2, and 3, respectively.

Measurements

were restricted to frequencies below 25 MHz because, at
higher frequencies, the inductive reactance of the cell leads
becomes large enough to cause a resonance and the equivalent
circuit model of Fig. 5.1(c) would no longer be appropriate.

Ill .

THEORY

An equivalent circuit for cells of the capacitive type
is given in Fig. 5.1(c).

The total impedance of the circuit

is,

Z = — L _ + ---- 1---jCOC!
1/R + jC0C2

where to is the angular frequency of the field.

(1 )

After the

necessary transformation, the admittance can be obtained

v
1
(l/R)C02Ci
^ . COCi/R2 + CO3 (CxC2 + C2C2)
1 = — = ---------------- + j ---------------------z
1 /R 2 + CO2 (C2+Ci)2
1/R2 + C02(C2 + Cx)2

(2 )

Y = G + jB

(3)
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where Y is the total admittance of the circuit, G is the
conductance term which is the real part of the admittance,
and B is the susceptance term which is the imaginary part of
the admittance.

The term 1/R in eq. (2) can be substituted

by K which is the conductance of the solution, then the total
circuit conductance is given by

„ _
G

=

K C02Ci

----------------------------

m \

K 2 + C02 (C2 + Ci)

K is related to the specific conductivity k of the solution
by

K = k —

(5)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the cell and L is the
inner length of the cell between the two walls.

The specific

conductivity is defined as

k = A-C x 10- 3

where

A

(6 )

is the (frequency dependent) molar conductance with

conventional units of £2- 1 cm2 -mol~1, C is the concentration of
the solution in mol/liter, and

1 0 -3

is the conversion factor.

According to Debye-Falkenhagen theory (7)

A

is a function of
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frequency.

From low to moderately high frequencies, the

molar conductance is defined (7) to be

A

where

A 0

= A 0

-

A ico

-

A n

(7)

is the molar conductance at infinite dilution,

A x©

is the electrical force of relaxation expressed in
conductance units and is a function of frequency

0 ),

and A n

is the electrophoretic force which is also expressed in
conductance units.

The term Ax© is represented by Ai 0 at

zero frequency. When, at extremely high frequencies, the
dissymmetry of the ionic atmosphere has entirely disappeared,
then Ax© —»

0

, and consequently, the molar conductance

approaches the limiting value

A

=

A 0

-

A n

(8)

By combining equations (4-7), the total circuit conductance
is as follows:

__________ A L C CD2 C l 2
A2 C2

(A 0

-

A i o

-

(A q
A

-

n ) 2

A im

x

~

A n )

x 1 0 ~ 3________

10"6 + L 2 to2

(C2 + Ci)

(8a)

Now, G incorporates the Debye-Falkenhagen dispersion of molar
conductance.
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The mathematical treatment of Debye and Falkenhagen (7) has
led to the following expression for the electrical force of
relaxation expressed as conductance:

(9)

X (0),9,q) - VsL((H-i-»9)^2-l/Vq)
1 + iCO0 -

% (CO, 0 , q )

= -----

real

(1

where

(1 - i> (R - t =) + CO0Q
4
Vq

- I) 2 +a)202

q =

(1 0 )

1/Vq

(1 1 )

(L^Z) + L2 Z2 )ZiZ2

(1 2 )

(Zi+Z2)(LiZf + L2 Zi)

e =

15.33 x 10 -8
kTqK2

z?zl
Z2 Li + Z2 L 2

K 2 = -ilL. elN_jC z v
DkT 1000

_

1

(14)

2
1

Q = -ir {1+O)202)1/2 - 1} 1/2
V2

{ (1+O)2 02)1/Z+ 1 } 1/2

fl

H U !!. _ 1 ----- K

and
6OTI0

By substituting eq.

(13)

(9) and eq.

c

(15)

9X1011

(15) into eq.

(7)
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A = A 0 - (aA0 + p) fc

(16)

was obtained, where
<X=

iL_9_85_ x l.O,6 |ZiZ2| Ao(|Zi| + lzJji/2 *2* real x«B,0,q)
(DgT ) 3/2

(17)

P = 29.0 (IzJ + |Z2|)3/2
(D0 T) 1 /2T]0

(18)

Using the following values for the relative dielectric
constant of water and for the viscosity D 0 = 78.8 and T|o =
0.895 CP at 25° (7) ,

a = 0.274 |ZiZ2| Ao(|zJ + |z2|)1 /2 *2 * real %(CO,0,q)

(19)

P = 21.14 (|zj + |z2|)3/2

(20)

were obtained for a + p.

Eq.

(16) is the same as the

empirical law which was discovered by Kohlrausch.
eq.

(7) and eq.

(16) it can be concluded that

A I(n = a A 0 Vc and A n = pVc

If we substitute eq.
result into eq.

Comparing

(2 1 ,2 2 )

(7) into eq. (6 ) and then substitute the

(5), the following equation is obtained for

K:

K - —

Li

(Ao-Ajoj-Ah) C x 10

3

(23)
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Eq.

(23) can be written in an alternative form by

substituting Ai© and A n from eq.

(2 0 ) and eq.

(2 2 ),

respectively:

K = — [A0 L

(aA0 + (3)

Vc]

C x

10"3

(24)

The points of inflection in the conductance of the circuit G
as a function of C, the electrolyte concentration, may be
determined by taking the derivative of G with respect to C,
setting the result equal to zero, and finding the roots.

for 1>C>0,

^ o
dC

Numerical computation shows that the conductance of the
electrolyte, K, increases monotonically as a function of
concentration for the values between zero and one.
Considering eq.

(4), if K approaches very small values, for

very dilute solution, then G approaches a limiting low value
due to ionization of water and traces of ionizable
impurities, or, in other words, the equivalent circuit in
Fig. 5.1(c) is reduced to two capacitances Ci and C 2 in
series.

For this case, the real component of the admittance,

which is conductance, is nearly zero because there is no
resistive element present.

If K approaches very large
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values, G approaches zero or the equivalent circuit in Fig.
5.1(c) is reduced to one single capacitance Ci because C2 is
shorted and, again, for this circuit since there is no real
component G approaches zero.

Thus, only at moderate

concentrations where R is present in the circuit, does G have
some positive value.

It follows that G as a function of K

has a maximum Kpeak which is derived as follows:
From eq.

(4) it is found that

dG K p e a k = W 4 Cf(C2 + d
dK

Kp e a k

Setting eq.

(27) equal to eq.

Kpeak =

Eq.

)2

- KZC02 cf|Kpeak =

(26)

0

W(C 2 +Ci)

(27)

(24) Cpeak can be found

CO(C2 +Ci) = | [A0- (aA0 +B)

Vcpeak] *Cpeak*10

-3

(28)

(28) does not have an exact closed form analytical

solution, but
Eq.

(27)

it can be solved numerically to find Cpeak.
indicates that Kpeak is function of frequency,

and fpeak can be obtained from the relation

fpeak

27t ( C 2 + C i )

(29)
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.Case. I
For a capacitive cell comprising a thick container, Ci
approaches a negligibly small value in comparison with C2,
and

If Kpeak is substituted from eq. (23) and substitute
A
C2 = £0 DW — in eq. (30), it can be found that

fPeak =

(Aq-Aioj-Aji ) -C x 10“ 3
27tE0Dw

(31)

1. 97x106 ZiZ2 (viZf+V2 Z|) 1/2Vqf / l''
'
'
1 ^
where Do>=D0+---— ;—
r— — ^0
1-— hcoG R—" U s
D o 1/2T 3 / 2tO0{ (1-1/q) 2+CO202 }

[ ^

{ ^fq

The dielectric dispersion, which occurs at high
frequencies, is a weak function of frequency and
concentration and Dm-D0 is small in comparison with D0 .
Equation (31) can be written in another form:

peak -

Ap-CxlQ-3
2JCe0Dffl

(Aim+An) -Cx i 0-3
iTlEoDa

(32)

Since Da) - D0, Do can be substituted by D0 in the denominator
of the first term.

Then, the first term in eq.

(32) gives

the same relation for the frequency as that which the Debye
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and Falkenhagen theory (7) predicts.

So eq.

(33) can be

written as

•CxlQ-3
2jieoDc0

(Aico+An)
fpeak ~ fequiv ~

(3 3 a )

_ Aq-Cx10~ 3
feguiv -

(33b)

2ne0D 0

where fequiv is functionally equivalent to the Debye and
Falkenhagen frequency f, which is shown by eq. (42) in the
appendix.

Reilley et al.

(2) had derived eq.

(30) but

substituted the specific conductance K with the frequency
independent, infinite dilution molar conductance multiplied
by concentration.

This approximation has the consequence of

eliminating the second term in eq.

(33).

Both terms on the

right-hand side of eq. (33) depend on concentration in a
first-order manner, but the second term diminishes faster as
infinite dilution is approached.

Case II
If the cell walls are of such thickness that Ci is not
negligible in comparison with C2 , one solution is to add a
series capacitor, C3 , with a value smaller than Ci and C2 .
Then in eq.

(29) Ci will be changed to '

are in series.

_

since Ci and C3

If C3 is very small, then

(34)
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Since C3 is smaller than C2 then C 3 +C2 - C2 and eq.
be concluded from eq.

(30) can

(29) and the rest of the derived

equations stay the same.

But the problem with this approach

is that if a very small C3 is added in series with Ci, the
measured G becomes very small.

This is because G is

proportional to C 1 2 [eq. (4) ] and by adding very small C 3 it
becomes proportional to C3 2 .

Hence, the measured value of G

becomes smaller, which reduces the resolution and increases
the error in measurement of G.
If the walls were of such thickness that Ci is not
negligible in comparison with C2 , another solution is to
modify eq. (33).

From eq.

peak

If K from eq.
fpeak

271C2

27tCi

Kpeak

Kpeak

(23) and C2 = £0Do

(35)

are substituted in eq.

(35)

is found as follows:

_________27IEq D 0_________

27CCi

(Aq-Aico-Aii) -CxlO- 3

A
k (A0 -Aig)-Aii) -CxlO- 3

^peak

Eq.

(29) to obtain

-1

(36)

(36) can be transformed by simple algebra to the

following eq.

(37)
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2jCCi
'peak" A o -Cxl0-3

-CxlO
2Jte0 D 0

(A k q + A j j )

27Ce0D 0

L

3

-1

A
,
L (Aq-Ako-Ah) •CxlO
(37)

The first term in the denominator of eq.

(37) is analogous to

the same relation as that given for the Debye and Falkenhagen
frequency, so eq. (37) can be written as

27CCi

peak"
-equxv

(Akq+Aii) -CxlO" 3
2jte0 D 0

If fpeak is substituted from eq.
the first term in eq.

A
(A q - A xco- A h ) ’CxlO - 3
L

(38)

(33) as the denominator of

(38),

-1

(39)

where fpeak is the peak when Ci is not neglected and fpeak is
the peak where Ci is neglected in eq. (2 9).
Eq.

(39) shows that the peak frequency shifts as a

function of Ci, the total capacitance of the walls of the
cell.

IV .

RESULTS

AND

DISC USSIO N

In Fig. 5.2-5.4 the experimental, normalized
conductances have been plotted vs.-log C for NaCl, K2 SO4 and
K 3 FeCN 6 electrolytes.

Curve fitting to the experimental
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points for three or four data points around each peak was
accomplished using a second order polynomial.

The technique

which has been used for calculation of the standard of
deviation and propagation of error is shown in Appendix B .
As the frequency increased, the conductance peaks shifted to
the right, or to higher concentrations.

The -Log of

concentrations at which the conductances are maximum, for
each electrolyte at different frequencies, -Log Cpeakr are
shown in Table 5.1.
Cpeak*

eq.

To obtain theoretical values of -Log

(28) has been solved numerically and these results

also are shown in Table 5.1.

Equation (28) may be solved for

Cpeak with A Io and D0 substituted for Axto and Do, for a and ii
respectively, and the results are identical to two
significant figures.

This indicates that the Debye-

Falkenhagen effect is a secondary effect in a capacitive cell
of this design.

Calculated -Log

Cpeak

f°r the maximum

conductances are in satisfactory agreement with experimental
-Log

C P eak

for the frequency range.

The accuracy of the

experimental data could be improved by reducing the
inductance of leads.

Increasing the value of the capacitors

in the cell by lowering the width and thickness of the walls
of the cells will also improve the experimental data.
According to the theory, it is expected that as the frequency
increases, the conductance peaks shift to the right, or to
higher concentrations.

Figure 5.5 suggests that by

increasing the charge number of the anion at constant
frequency, the conductance peaks shift to the left, or to
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lower concentration.

The analysis of variance, ANOVA (8 , 9)

has been done to see if the three peaks are different:

1. Null hypothesis H0: Cpeak,NaCL = Cpeak,K2 S04 =
Cpeak,K3 Fe(ON) 6
2. Alternative hypothesis Hi:

at least two of the means

are not equal
3 . a = 0.05
4. Critical region:

F > 4.26 with Vi = 1 and V2 = 9

degrees of freedom
5. The results and computations are exhibited in the
following table.

Analysis of Variance

Source of

Sum of

Degrees of

Variation

Squares

Freedom

Mean Square

Computed f

Between
group

0.81

1

0.81

0.81
0.61 "

Within
group

5.49

9

5.49
9 = 0.61

Total

6.30

10

1.42

6

1

. Conclusion:

1.33 < 4.26.

= 0.81

1,33

The null hypothesis is

accepted, statistically the three peaks are not
differentiable in Figure 5.
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Ermakov et a l ., have used the Debye-Falkenhagen
relaxation time equation to calculate Cpeak^ which is not a
correct approach because the Debye-Falkenhagen effect should
be a secondary effect.

But the question should be addressed

as to why Ermakov et al. theoretical values of Cpeak seem to
be in agreement with experimental data.

By looking at

equations (32) and (33), it could be seen that the second
terms are small for dilute solutions and the first terms are
equal to a good approximation to the Debye-Falkenhagen
relation so the Debye-Falkenhagen relation could be used as
an approximate analytical solution for Cpeak-

This is a

fortuitous coincidence for this type of cell, and the
occurrence of a Cpeak does not physically demonstrate the
Debye-Falkenhagen effect.

Cpeak has been calculated by using

the Debye-Falkenhagen relation.
the Appendix.

This relation is shown in

As shown in Table 5.1, the results are close

to what have been obtained numerically using eq.

(28) and to

the experimental data, but they are smaller than Cpeak
calculated by eq.

(28).

As the concentration increases the

difference between these two Cpeak values increases since the
second term in eq.

(32) increases with the concentration.

Reilley (2) has mentioned that the experimental proofs of
Forman and Crisp (6 ) for the Debye-Falkenhagen effect are
under considerable doubt.

Forman and co-workers have

measured the temperature rise of a capacitive cell versus
concentration in a calorimeter for different frequencies.

It
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was claimed that the peaks that were obtained are due to
Debye-Falkenhagen effect, which again is not a correct
conclusion as the same argument made above for Ermakov's work
is applicable to Forman's work.

The maximum temperature rise

in Forman's experiment can be related to the maximum
conductance at certain concentrations for different
frequencies.

The maximum temperature rise occurs when the

maximum heat is generated because the maximum power is
absorbed by the cell, according to the relation P = 1/2 GVm2.
Where Vm is the amptitude of the applied voltage.

Therefore,

maximum power occurs at the lowest resistance or highest
conductance.

So it can be concluded that Cpeak could be

calculated by using the Debye-Falkenhagen relation, but it
does not mean that the peaks are a physical demonstration of
the Debye-Falkenhagen effect of ionic relaxation in this type
of cell.

V.

CONCLUSIONS
High frequency analyses of three binary electrolytes

have been made by a network analyzer and condenser-type cell
in order to study ionic conductivity mechanisms.

Maximas

that occur in the experimental conductance vs. concentration
curves of dilute electrolytes in the frequency range 0.5-25
MHz can be accounted for satisfactorily in terms of the
passive (bulk) elements of a model circuit.

Theoretical

expressions were developed, which include the high frequency
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dispersion in conductive and dielectric properties predicted
by the Debye-Falkenhagen theory.

The dispersion based on

classical theory, however, is insufficiently large to account
for the observed peak behavior.
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VI.

APPENDIX

A

Debye and Falkenhagen relaxation times, 0
„ „
“

1

A0 x L
x 10-11 x d 0

’ 2* £ " e - O s

x C
8.85 x 10" 1 1 X D0x 2JC

f

8.85

(41»

(42)

x 10- 1 1 x D0 x 2jcf

Cpeak ~

a

**Ci

A 0 = V i Z i A * = V 2Z 2A *

(4 3)

(44!

where A Q = equivalent conductance

Substituting (44) into (43) we obtain

Cpeak

8.85 x 10- 1 1 x Dn x 27Cf
= -------- ;------ 2-----A n ViZi

(45)

This shows Cpeak is directly proportional to frequency f and
inversely proportional to ViZi.

The product V3.Z1 is the

number of cations (or anions) multiplied by the valence
charge.
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VII.

APPENDIX

B

x = -log c and y = conductance

After curve fitting with second order polynomial the
following equation is obtained

y = (a ± ei) x 2 + (b ± e2 ) x + (c ± e3 )

y' =

2

(a ± ei) x + (b ± e2 ) =

x,■MAX

- (b ± e2 )
(a ± ei)

2

relative ci —

relative e2 =

relative e =

0

ei
x
a

e2

x

100

%

100

'

VS

e2

100%

e = (relative e) x x;
MAX
- (b ± e2 )
xmax - 2 (a ± ei)

-b
“ 2a ± e
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(46)

(47)
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VIII. LIST

OF

SYMBOLS

A

area of each electrode

B

susceptance of the cell

Cw,Cw

capacitance of each wall of the cell

Ci

total capacitance of the walls

C2 ,CS

capacitance of the electrolyte

C

concentration of the electrolyte

Cpeak

concentration of the electrolyte at which the conductance
of the cell is maximum

Do

relative dielectric constant of the solution at frequency
CO

D0

relative dielectric constant of the solvent

ei

electric charge of an ion of the ith sort

fequiv

functionally equivalent to the Debye-Falkenhagen frequency

G

conductance of the cell

K

conductance of the electrolyte

k

conductivity of the electrolyte

kT

Boltzmann constant times absolute temperature

Li

ionic mobility at infinite dilution

L

inner length of the cell

N

Avogadro's constant

ni

number of ions of the ith sort per ml

T

absolute temperature

Y

admittance of the cell

Z

impedance of the cell

Zi

valency of the ion i (charge number)
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GREEK

ALPHABET

e

absolute dielectric constant of

the vacuum

TJ0

viscosity of the solvent

0

time of the relaxation ofthe ionic

A

molar conductivity

A*

equivalent conductivity

A0

molar conductivity at infinite dilute solution

Aqj

molar conductivity at frequency

Vi

number of ions of the ith sort formed by the

atmosphere

CO

dissociation of one molecule
CO

angular frequency of alternating electric field
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Table 5.1

Electrolyte

NaCl

K 2SO4

K 3F e ( C N )6

-Log C (mole/liter) at the maxima of conductance, log C
curves; temperature 25° C; solvent-water.
-Log Cpeak
from eq. (43)

-Log Cpeak
from eq. (28)

Experimental
-Log Cpeak

Frequency
(MHz)

3.77

3.68

4.13 ±

2.23

0.5

3.46

3.38

3.44 ±

1.57

1

2.76

2.67

2.71 ±

0.03

5

2.46

2.37

•2.39

10

2.06

1.96

1.70

25

4.15

4.07

3.93 ±

0.78

0.5

3. 84

3.77

3.75 ±

0.41

1

3.15

3.06

3.10 ±

2.14

5

2.85

2.75

2.91 ±

0.01

10

2.45

2.34

2.10 +

1.57

25

4.08

4.00

4.12 ±

0.71

1

3.38

3.29

3.18 +

0. 61

5

... ..
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*
Electrolyte
Electrode
Insulato

WWVAAr

(b )
■ W M V-

—

H
C,

L

(c)

Figure 5.1.

(a) Different layers of a capacitive cell;
Circuit diagram of a capacitive cell;

(b)

(c) The

simplified circuit diagram of the cell.
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25MHz
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E
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0.7
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0.5

0.4

0.3
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5

3

2

1

- log C ( M )
Figure 5.2.

Experimental normalized conductance of NaCl vs.
concentration at different high frequencies;
(xxx) 0.5 MHz,
10 MHz,

(+++) 1 MHz,

(OOO) 25 MHz;

(ooo) 5 MHz,

(□□□)

(---- ) curve fitted

polynomial.
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x
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+
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o

N
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o

o

□

□
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o

□ □
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5

4

3

- log C ( M )
Figure 5.3

Experimental normalized conductance of

K 2 S O 4 vs,

concentration at different high frequencies;
(xxx) 0.5 MHz,
10 MHz,

(+++) 1 MHz,

(000)25 MHz,

(0 0 0 ) 5 MHz,

(□□□)

(----) curve fitted

polynomial
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Figure 5.4.

Experimental normalized conductance of K 3 Fe(CN)
vs. concentration at different high frequencies
(+++) 1 MHz,

(ooo) 5 MHz,

(----) curve fitted

polynomial.
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Figure 5.5.

Experimentalized normalized conductances of
three different valence electrolytes at 5 MHz;
(xxx) NaCl,

(+++) K 2 SO4 , (0 0 0 ) K 3 Fe(CN)6.
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CHAPTER
ELECTR O K IN ETIC

6

PHENOMENA

AND

CAPILLARY

ELECTROPHORESIS

I .

BACKGROUND:
DOUBLE

ELECTROKINETIC

PHENOMENA

AND

LAYER

Electrokinetic phenomena were discovered quite early in
the nineteenth century.

Hence investigations in the field

have been conducted for more than a century and a half.

The

discovery of electroosmosis and electrophoresis by Reuss
occurred soon after the first investigations on the
electrolysis of water by Nicholson or Carlisle (1) and the
electrolysis of salt solutions by Berzelius (1804) and Davy
(1807) .

Reuss (2) carried out two experiments; the first

demonstrated the effect known as electroosmosis, and the
second was actually the discovery of electrophoresis.
Quincke (3) was the first person to show that there should
exist a phenomenon opposite to electroosmosis.

If

electroosmosis is the movement of liquid in a porous medium
arising under the action of an external electric field, the
opposite effect will be the appearance of a potential
difference under the influence of the flow of liquid through
a porous diaphragm, or under the influence of a pressure drop
set up externally.

77
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The universal character and diversity of electrokinetic
phenomena, the formulation of more distinct notions of the
electrical structure (double layer) of the interfacial layer,
the discovery of electrokinetic phenomena in the simplest
system (the single capillary), the growing understanding of
the importance of discovering the mechanism of electrokinetic
phenomena as a source of information about the double layer
and surface chemistry— all these created the necessary
ground-work for the elaboration of the theory as early as the
end of the nineteenth century.

Such a theory of a formal

nature, independent of the mechanism of forming the electric
double layer, was first advanced by Helmholtz (4).
Considering the simplest case of electroosmosis in a
single capillary, Helmholtz obtained a formula for the.linear
velocity of electroosmosis:

'eo

—

ATrn
4rn

E

(1)

where C, is the interfacial electric potential difference, E
is the electric field strength, and
liquid.

TJ

is the viscosity of the

Helmholtz also obtained a formula for the streaming

potential, AVstrr arising in the capillary under the effect of
a pressure p, namely

A y str _ . e£_
p
4jrr|K
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' '

where K is the specific conductivity of the liquid.
equations

and

1

2

Although

were derived for a single capillary,

Smoluchowski (5) was able to extend the theory of
electroosmosis and the streaming potential to the case of a
porous plug.

Smoluchowski's theory was restricted by the

condition that the thickness of the double layer be small in
comparison with the width of the capillaries of the porous
plug.

With a similar assumption that the double-layer

thickness is small in comparison with the linear dimensions
of the particle, Smoluchowski derived a formula for the
velocity of electrophoresis of a particle of arbitrary shape:

EC
v*f * 4S T E

<3)

It should be noted that equations 1 and 3 differ only in
sign.

If the interfacial electric potential difference is

negative in both cases, the direction of electroosmosis will
be directed along the field, since it results from the action
of the field on a positive (in the given case) charge of the
liquid.

The direction of electrophoresis will be the

opposite, since the determining factor is the effect of the
field on the negative (in the given case) charge of the
particle.

Smoluchowski also developed the first quantitative

theory of the sedimentation potential, which led to the
equation
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Esed =

(4)

a3(5 “ §/) 9

where a is the radius of the spherical particles of a
monodisperse suspension,

Tj

is their numerical concentration,

g is the gravitational acceleration, and

8

- 5' is the

difference in the densities of the particle and the medium.
As a result of the elaboration of the theory and, in
particular, because of Saxen's experiments (6 ), entirely new
premises appeared for experimental research.

Not only did

investigations of electrokinetic phenomena become possible at
this stage, but studies of the double layer on the basis of
the electrokinetic phenomena were also conducted.
The effect of the chemical nature of the surface and the
ionic composition of electrolyte on the sign and magnitude of
the potential (determined by the electrokinetic measurements)
was determined experimentally in the early parts of this
century, and furnished the grounds for solving the problem of
the mechanism of the formation of the double layer of colloid
particles.

Freundlich (7) called attention to a possible

connection between the appearance of the double layer and an
adsorption phenomenon.

It was considered that, if the

adsorption coefficients of the ions were different, the
strongly adsorbed ions would be present in excess on the
surface, and the weakly adsorbed ions would be present in
excess in the liquid part of the double layer, together
giving rise to the double layer.
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Another possible mechanism for the formation of the
double layer is linked with the dissociation of surface
ionogenic groups under the influence of a polar dispersion
medium.
proteins.

This mechanism was first studied in regard to
The ionogenic groups in proteins are of different

chemical natures (acidic carboxyl, basic amino groups, etc.),
and proteins are classified as amphoteric electrolytes.

In a

first approximation, the amphoteric nature of monomer units
of the protein molecule may be characterized by the following
model:

N H ,+

N H 2

R

/

R

v
^

COOH

\

COO'

At low pH, the protein carries a + charge.

As pH is

increased, the isoelectric point is first reached, and then
there is a change in sign of the charge on the protein.
Chemical groups on the insulator surface, at an
interface between a liquid and an insulating solid,
dissociate similarly to the above mechanism.

Due to this

surface ionization and specific adsorption, the interface is
charged and ions of opposite polarity to the interfacial
charge (counterions) are attracted to it, while ions of the
same polarity are repelled.
An early theory due to Helmholtz (8 ) assumed that the
counterions were attracted to the charged surface at a
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distance of about one molecular diameter.

The potential then

falls to zero rapidly, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), and the
double layer can be treated as a parallel plate capacitor.
This can be a first approximation, because thermal agitation
must tend to diffuse the ions held in the liquid.

This

Helmholtz model was superseded by the Gcuy-Chapman model (8 ,
9), in which the counterions were assumed to form a diffuse
layer, with the concentrations and the potential falling off
rapidly with distance at first, and then more gradually as
shown in Fig. 6.1 (b).

This model was useful for plane

surfaces with a low charge density and for distances not too
close to the surface, but was inadequate for small distances
and high charges because it neglected the diameters of the
ions which were treated as point charges.

This theory was

therefore modified by Stern (10), who assumed the liquid side
of the double layer could be divided into two parts— a single
layer of counterions strongly held close to the bound surface
charge and a more diffuse layer of the same polarity.
According to Stern, the potential falls off rapidly and
linearly at first and then more gradually as shown in Fig.
6.1(c).

The bound counterions in the Stern layer can even

change the sign of the potential, as shown in Fig. 6.1(d).
The distribution of ions in the diffuse part of the
layer is controlled by thermal diffusion and is therefore
governed by the Boltzmann equation, i.e. for ions with the
same polarity as the interface
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n+ = no exp

fzqVx^i

I kT J

(5)

Here n+ is the concentration of ions, Z is the ion valency,
Vx is the potential at distance x from the surface, k is
Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, and q is
the elementary electron charge.

This leads to a potential

which decreases exponentially from the surface

Yx = Vo exp (-Kx)

(6 )

The extent of the layer is inversely proportional to x, which
is given by

2 q2np = _ 1 _
Ere0kT “ 8 0 2

(7)

1/K = do is the Debye length of the double layer, i.e. a
measure of the diffuse layer thickness.
The notions developed by Gouy and Chapman made it
possible to explain the difference between the thermodynamic
Yo and electrokinetic £ potentials and to discover the cause
of some experimentally established relationships of
electrokinetics.

Before the appearance of Smoluchowski's

(11) and Freundlich's (7) papers, the \jr and £ potentials were
regarded as identical in discussions of electrokinetic
phenomena.

Smoluchowski and Freundlich proposed that the

thermodynamic and £ potentials should be distinguished and
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that the term electrokinetic potential should be applied to
only the portion of the interphase potential difference
located in the part of the double layer within which the
liquid was involved in tangential motion.

As can be seen

from Fig. 2, the electrokinetic potential is equal to the
potential of the diffuse layer in the shear plane, this being
the boundary of the liquid involved in electroosmosis
slipping.
Experimental data show that the dependences of the
thermodynamic and £ potentials on the concentration of the
potential-determined ions are different.

The thermodynamic

potential, \)/, is almost unaltered on introducing an
electrolyte, whereas a decrease in double-layer thickness on
introducing electrolyte should lead to a decrease in the
electrokinetic potential as shown in Fig. 6.3.

With fairly

high concentrations of electrolyte, the double layer
thickness may possibly become less than the distance d from
the shear plane to the wall, and the £ potential may become
infinitesimally small.

This explanation was given for the

experimental data obtained on the decrease in £ and on its
eventual disappearance when a large quantity of concentrated
electrolyte was introduced.
Since Stern considers that the ions cannot approach the
surface to a distance less than d, he differentiates between
the maximum value of the potentials in the diffuse layer \|/d
and the potential of the wall \|/o-

The \|/d potential,

introduced by Stern, is often called the Stern potential
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(inner electric potential at the outer Stern plane).

The

surface charge and the single layer of adsorbed counterions
form something like a molecular condenser.

As seen from the

diagram in Fig. 4, the surface charge C s is compensated for
by the sum of charges of the molecular condenser ast and the
outer diffuse layer Cd, whereas the total potential drop Y|/o
consists of the potential drop in the diffuse region Yd and
the potential difference between the sides of the molecular
condenser (Yo - Yd) .

It should be noted that the position of

the shear plane in the model under consideration is still
obscure.

Some authors have assumed that it coincides with

the boundary between the Stern layer and the Gouy layer, and
that Yd = C-

In the general case, however, it may be

regarded as located in the Gouy layer, as represented in Fig.
6.4, where the shear plane is designated by a dotted line.
Comprehensive reviews and more details concerning the
mathematical treatment of electroosmosis are provided in
references (12-14).

II.

BACKGROUND:

CAPILLARY

ELECTROPHORESIS

Capillary electrophoresis has grown very rapidly in the
last ten years because it offers speed and highly efficient
separation, especially for macromolecules in the important
area of analytical biotechnology.

It is also important for

the development of small-volume separations-based sensors.
Electrophoretic separation in capillaries was presented in
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1974 by Virtanen (15).

He reported the potentiometric

detection of electrophoretically separated solutes in 200-500
Jim i.d. glass tubes.

Mikkers et al. (16), in 1979 reported

plate heights less than

10

[lm for a zone electrophoresis

separation using 200 (1m i.d. Teflon tubes.

There are several

important theoretical works which contribute to the
foundation of capillary electrophoresis theory; one is the
1965 work of Rice and Whitehead (17), which is a theoretical
study of electrokinetic flow in narrow cylindrical
capillaries; the other, published in 1969, is due to Giddings
(18), whose theory permits an evaluation of the ultimate
capabilities of zone electrophoresis.

To calculate the

number of theoretical plates and separable zones achievable
in ideal zone electrophoresis, the electrostatic force
exerted on a mole of charged particles by an electrical field
of strength E is

force = Z-F-E

(8 )

where Z is the net charge (ionic charge minus double layer
charge) of a single particle in proton units, and F is the
Faraday,

or charge per mole of protons.

Thenegative

chemical potential drop across the separation

-A|lext

path- A)lext is

= ZFEX = ZFV
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(9)

in which V=EX is the voltage drop along path X.

Giddings has

derived the following equation for the number of the
theoretical plates (19),

M

(10)

20RT

where coefficient

0

is unity when molecular diffusion acts

alone and exceeds unity when other processes contribute.
is the gas constant and T is the temperature.
of -Ajlext into eq.

R

Substitution

(1 0 ) gives for the number of theoretical

plates

N = -ZFV20RT

(ID

for an ideal process in which 0=1, and T=290°K.

This equation

reduces to

N = 20ZV

where we have used F=96500 Coulombs/mol.

(12)

Thus, voltage drops

in the range 102 -104V with Z values in the range 1-10
elementary charges are capable of yielding approximately
2

,0 0 0 -2 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 theoretical plates, a range comparable to

that found in chromatographic systems.
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An expression for peak capacity has been also derived by
Giddings for separation by electrophoresis, which is

(13)

with 0=1 and T=29°K, this becomes

n

(1.25 ZV ) 1 / 2

(14)

with V=102 -104V and Z=l-10, as above, we see that ~10-350
distinct peaks can be resolved in electrophoresis.

Thus,

theory provides an explanation of the unusual power of
electrophoresis and an insight into the variables (Z and V)
that must be manipulated for increase in performance.
After the works of Virtanen and Mikkers et a l ., the
timely advance to smaller capillaries was made by Jorgenson
and Lukacs.

In their work, plate heights of less than ip.m

were predicted for separations of proteins, and values of
only a few micrometers were experimentally obtained for
dansylated amino acids.

They also provided a theory for

capillary zone electrophoresis in which they proposed two
fundamental equations for resolution and the migration time.
This work followed the approach of Giddings for the plate
number and borrowed the concept of theoretical plates from
chromatography theory, assuming diffusion is the only cause
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of zone broadening in CZE.

The migration time of a solute is

given by,

= ■;
— e +~Heo)
— rV(H

<15>

where ts is the migration time, L is the capillary length, JlE
is the solute's electrophoretic mobility, HEq is the
electroosmotic mobility, and V is the applied voltage.

The

separation efficiency, N, for a particular solute is

N =

4 fe°)V
2D

(16)

where D is the solute's diffusion coefficient.

The

resolution, Rs, is given by

„

(He ,a - M-e ,b )

n i /2

R - - " <FrE+(w

Substituting eq.

(17)

(16) into eq. (17), the resolution can be

expressed as

Rs =

(He ,a - H e ,b)

y 1/2

(He + Heo)1/2

ifZD1/z

(18)

where |lE is the average of the electrophoretic mobilities of
solutes A and B.

Maximum resolution is obtained when Heo =
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"M'E (19) ; however, at this condition, the migration time will
approach infinity.
Although CZE is a highly efficient separation technique,
only ionic or charged compounds can be separated by this
method because the separation principle is based on the
difference in electrophoretic mobilities.
a l . (2 0 ,

2 1

In 1984, Terabe et

) introduced micellar electrokinetic capillary

chromatography (MECC).

This technique involves the addition

of surfactant ions, at concentrations above their critical
micelle concentration, to the mobile phase in a capillary.
Neutral compounds are separated based on differential
partitioning between an electroosmotically pumped, aqueous
mobile phase and the hydrophobic interior of the micelles,
which are moving at a velocity different from that of the
mobile phase due to electrophoretic effects.

This technique

enables neutral components to be separated in addition to
ionic species, while retaining the advantages of the
capillary electrophoresis format.

The two fundamental

equations for retention time and resolution in MECC (21) are

to

1+k *

—

(2 0 )

1+ (-^-)k

= &

1

. g-i
a

1+kp

1

t 0 /tmc

+ (^-)k
tmc

(2 1 )
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where k' is the capacity factor, N is the number of
theoretical plate, a is the selectivity, t0 an tmc are the
retention time of the aqueous and micellar phases,
respectively, and k& and k£ are the capacity factors of
solute A and solute B.
In the following chapters, a theory for MECC based on
electrochemical parameters (mobilities) will be derived.
This theory can put MECC and CZE in better perspective.

The

optimum ranges of operation are also derived for different
modes of operation of MECC.
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Models of the charged double layer at a solidliquid interface:
a) Helmholtz model
b) Gouy-Chapman model
c) Stern model
d) Stern model showing reversal of sign of
charge surface
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*05

Figure 6.2.

-0 I

— 0'2.

X

Typical variation in potential with distance
from surface with no specific interaction.

8

,

thickness of immobile layer; Gi, immobile
charge; G 2 > electrokinetic charge.
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X

Figure 6.3.

Curves shown how the potential of the shear
plane decreases with increasing electrolyte
content:

c3 > c2 > ci, C(ci) > £(c2) »

£(c3);

, shear plane.
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Figure 6.4.

a) Typical variation in potential and charge
distribution with formation of Stern layer;
IGstI is small compared with o.
b) When JCFst I >
----- , d plane;

the tjfd anc* C, change sing
, shear plane.
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CHAPTER
THEORETICAL
ELECTROLYTE
EFFECT

I .

MODELLING
(M IE )

CALLED

AND

F IE L D

OF

7
THE

METAL- INSULATOR-

POSTULATION
EFFECT

OF

A

NOVEL

ELECTROOSMOSIS

INTRODUCTION
As it was shown in previous chapters, up to now, the

zeta potential, £, in a capillary has been manipulated as a
function of pH (surface ionization) and the ionic
concentration (specific adsorption).

A novel phenomenon

would be postulated by us in which the zeta potential in a
capillary can be controlled by an external field.

If a thin

wall capillary is coated with a metallic conductor on the
external surface and a voltage V q is applied between the
metal electrode and the electrolyte, Fig. 7.1, electroosmotic
flow can be controlled.

By changing V q the voltage drop

across the double layer changes, and this change includes the
change in zeta potential, £, which in turn causes a
modification in the electroosmotic flow.

We name this

phenomenon "external field effect electroosmosis" or just
simply "field effect electroosmosis."

Therefore, zeta

potential, £(pH, C, Vq ), is function of three variables:
C, the ionic concentration in the electrolyte, and Vq .

pH,
To

understand this approach, there is a need to model the metal-

98
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insulator-electrolyte system in more detail, which has been
addressed in the following sections of this chapter.

II.

ID E A L

M ETA L-IN SULATO R-ELECTRO LYTE

STRUCTURES
In this section, the ideal metal-insulator-electrolyte
(MIE) system is analyzed for the totally blocked interface
(1). The non-ideal case is studied in the following section.
The ideal MIE system is similar to what Siu et a l . (1) have
defined as the totally blocked interface of an
insulator/electrolyte part of a semiconductor-insulatorelectrolyte structure.

In an ideal MIE, there is a complete

absence of interfacial reactions between the electrolyte and
the oxide or, in other words, there is neither specific
adsorption nor surface ionization.

Since the interfacial

electrochemical processes are absent, the charge and
potential distribution in this MIE system are dictated solely
by electrostatic considerations.

As shown in Fig. 7.2, the

metal electrode is chosen to be ground and the applied
voltage, Vg , is applied to the reference electrode.

The

reference electrode is chosen as a nonpolarizable one, where
the voltage drop across it is negligible, so it can be
assumed that the V q is applied to the electrolyte.

The

charge per unit area and the potential in the electrolyte
space-charge region are related by the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation (2).

From Gauss's law and the solution to this
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equation, we find that for an electrolyte the charge per unit
area in the Gouy-Chapman space-charge region is given by

C7d

= (8 £ekTn0 ) 1//2 sinh [q(VG - (pd) /2kT]

(1)

From Fig. 2, a charge neutrality equation could be written,

O d + Gm = 0

and

since

Cd »

(2)

ChC0
.
= p r , since CH »

C0 and C'0 « Cc

(3)

CQ then <pd - (pQ «

<Po/ or cpd - (p0

(4 )

and

<p0C0 = -Om

(5)

-Om = <^d ~ C 0 <Pd

(6)

Thus, from eq. (1) to (6 ) we find

C 0<pd = -(8eekTn0)1/2 sinh [q(cpd-VG) /2kT]

Rearranging eq.

(7), we obtain

2kT
VG = —

i„

-

(7)

<Pd -

f

.
smh-1

vs .

-2kT

—

cpdC 0

^

[ (8J™n")1/2J +

S d n h -1

(

<Pd

(pdCr,

^
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Since the difference between VG and (pd is very small (in the
range of millivolts), whereas the difference between VG and
<Pd are several volts, by substituting q>d in the parenthesis
of eq.

(9) with VG, the calculations are simplified.

Thus,

the following equation is found for the zeta potential:

(1 0 )

For calculation of the inverse hyperbolic sine, it is
convenient to use the following identity,

sinh-1x = Ln[x + (x2 +l)l/2]

(1 1 )

Using eqs. (12) and (13), the zeta potential is plotted
versus VG in Fig. 7.3.

In interpreting this relation, it

should be noted that since we are considering a limiting
situation in which no interfacial processes occur, only
electrostatic factors affect the overall response.

It can be

seen that by controlling VG the zeta potential could be
controlled.

When VG is close to zero, changing VG causes a

bigger change than when VG has larger values.

Also, it can

be seen that the polarity of the zeta potential can be
controlled through VG .

By lowering the ionic concentration,

the change in VG causes a relatively greater change in the
zeta potential.

To find C-V characteristics of the ideal MIE
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system, since Cd> Ch and C0 are in series, the resulting
equation is

CA =

Ch 'Cq
since Ch »
C0 +Ch

COf then CA

CdCA
Cd+CA

and

(1 2 )

where C0 is the oxide layer capacitance, Ch is the inner
Helmholtz layer capacitance and Cd is the diffuse layer
capacitance.
eq.

Cd could be found by taking the derivative of

(1 ), as

_ ~d°d _ f2 £en0 q2N1 / 2
cosh
Cd =
kT
d<Pd

Substituting eq.

((Pd~V g )

(13)

2kT

(13) in (12), CT is obtained as follows:
_ f2een0 q2 'VL/2
q(cPd-VG)‘
C°
kT “ I
cosh
2kT

Ct -

r2 Een 0 q 2 y
c0+ {

kT~ J

/2

(14)

q(<Pd-VR)
COSh L 2kT

The difference (<Pd-vG) is the zeta potential, so by inserting
eq.

(10) into (14), Ct is found with respect to Vg.

° ^

kT

I

cosh sinh-1

i—

(2Een 0q2'tt/2

0

Ct -

o
0
>

^Eenoq2^L/2
cosh sinh-1
C0 I k T
J

(8 EekTn0)1/2.
VGC0
.(8 EekTn0)-1/2.

(15)
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By using eq. (11) and the definition of cosh x = (ex + e-x)/2,
by simple algebraic manipulation the following identity is
found:

cosh(sinh-1x) = x + " ; (x2+1)1/2

Applying identity (16) to eq.

—

(16)

(15), it can be converted to

aiC^v|a|+aia2vGc2 ( (vGc0a2)2+i) 1/2 + aic0
.I...,i

cSvGa2+c0 ( (vGc0a2)2+i) i/2 +

a|v|c2+aia2vGc0 ( (vGcQa2)2+l)

+ ai

(17)

where

«1 =

a2 =

2een0q2Y \ 2
kT

-

Ct is plotted versus VG in Fig. 7.4.
zero, Cd' is dominant.

1\2

(8ee k T n 0 )

At voltages close to

As the concentration of the

electrolyte decreases, the Cd value becomes smaller at
voltages around zero, and its effect becomes more significant
on the total capacitance, Ct .

In general, this C-V plot

behavior is similar to a MOS C-V plot for low frequencies.
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The major difference is that the depletion layer of the MOS
is replaced by the Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer.

Ill .

NONIDEAL

METAL-INSULATOR-ELECTROLYTE

STRUCTURES
Glass is used as the insulator because it has a very
high electric field breakdown (the reason for the selection
of a dielectric with high electric field breakdown is given
later), and there exists the well established site binding
model of Yates et al.

(3) for oxides and electrolytes

interaction.
Pyrogenic Si02 interacts with the electrolyte by surface
adsorption processes that are in equilibrium with the
diffused charges in the Gouy-Chapman layer.

The interactions

according to the site binding model of Yates et a l . are as
following:
(i)

When the Si02 is in contact with an aqueous solution,,
its surface hydrolyzes to form silanol surface groups.
These groups may be positively charged, negatively
charged, or neutral, depending on the electrolyte pH.
For SiC>2 , the surface group density is of the order of 5
x 1014 cm-2 (4) and the chemical equilibria can be
described by the following equations,

SiOH

siO" + Hs+

Ka = — '

(18)
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si0H + Hs+ —

SiOH2+

Kb -

<«>

[H+]s is the concentration of protons at the surface.
[SiO“], [SiOH] and [Si0H2+] are the surface sites at the
oxide.

(ii) In addition to the ampoteric dissociation mentioned
previously, the supporting electrolyte also can form ion
pairs with the charged surface sites.

This process will

be referred to as surface complexation.

It is

illustrated below using KC1 as a typical, univalent,
supporting electrolyte.

Si°H2+ + Cls- ^

SiO" + K+ —

SiOH2Cl

SiOK

K' -

(20)

3?

(21)

[SiOH2 Cl] and [SiOK] are the surface sites at the oxide.
The total number of sites per unit area, is given by

Ns = [SiOH] + [SiOH2+] + [SiO“] + [SiOH2Cl] + [SiOK]

(22)

The concentrations of [Cl“]s, [K+]s, and [H+]s at the
surface could be related to the bulk electrolyte by the
Boltzmann distribution given by the following equations,
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[H+]s = [H+] exp (-q(pa/KT)

(23)

where <pa = 9o “ VG

[Cl ]s = M exp

[K+]s = M exp

(24)

[ & ]

~Q¥b
[‘ kT

(25)

where cpb =

“ VG an<3 M is the concentration of bulk

electrolyte.

By solving the above equations, a complex

analytical function can be found which relates Vq to C, (8) ,
-l
VG = f(£) and £ = f(VG)

(26)

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 depict the zeta potential as a
function of Vq for different pH's and different
concentrations of KC1 solution.
thickness of ljlm has been chosen.

For these figures, the oxide
The VG in Figures 7.5 and

7.6 range from -500 to +500 volts and these voltages can
create a maximum electric field of 5 x 106 V/cm, which is
below the dielectric strength of Si02^ 1 x 107 V/cm.

In order

to manipulate the voltage distribution in the double layer,
one needs to apply electric field within the same order of
magnitude as the electric field in the double layer.

That is

why an insulator with high dielectric breakdown like Si0 2 is
required.

For higher oxide thicknesses the voltage Vq must be
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increased in order to generate high enough electric field for
the manipulation of the zeta potential, £.

The suitable

range for voltage per oxide thickness would be ±500 V/jim.
For instance, for 10 Jim and 100 |lm the proper ranges of Vq
would be ± 5 KV and 50 KV, respectively.
Based on field effect electroosmosis, the physical
modeling of the first field effect electrokinetic transistor
is proposed by us.

This proposed device could be considered

the analog of metal-oxide-field effect transistor (MOSFET) in
solid state (5).

In a conventional MOSFET, a potential

difference applied between the gate electrode and the
substrate causes a change in the electric field orthogonal to
the Si02 - Si interface.

This results in modulation of

channel electrical conductance.

By replacing the silicon

part with electrolyte the metal-insulator-electrolyte (MIE)
structure shown in Figure 8 is obtained.

By applying voltage

across the MIE, the electroosmotic flow in the capillary is
modulated.

IV.

POTENTIAL

APPLICATIONS

A schematic of a metal-insulator-electrolyte field
effect device (MIEEKFED) is shown in Fig. 7.7.

Its principle

of operation is based on field effect electroosmosis (6).
This device should allow control of the flow of an
electrolyte by two voltages, V<i, the applied voltage across
the capillary and, Vg , the gate voltage.

It has already been
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shown that the zeta potential is a complex function of V g in
eq.

(26) .

Since Vd is also applied across the capillary for

a MIEEKFED then

C(x)

=

f-i(vG - v d

f)

,,(27)

where L is the length of the capillary.
By substituting eq.

(14) into eq.

(1)

(28)

veo (x)

where E = Vd/L, and L is the length of the capillary.

As a

result, the flow of electrolyte can be controlled by Vd and
VG .

Since a liquid is essentially incompressible, the

velocity cannot vary with distance.

Therefore, the velocity

in the capillary would be the average velocity with respect
to distance.

(29)

In a short length capillary, where a small Vd can move the
electrolyte, eq.

(29) is simplified to

(30)
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This equation is applied to a short length capillary, where
Vd «

V q and the zeta potential and the velocity, v, are

approximately constant across the capillary.
x
For long capillaries, when V^r
Jj is not negligible, the
following design shown in Fig. 7.8 is proposed for constant
zeta potential across the capillary.
with a resistive layer.

The capillary is coated

By connecting one side of the

capillary to Vq and other side to ground, the voltage across
the length of the capillary is V q ~Ju (Fig. 7.8(b)).

The

resistive layer should have high resistance because the
current passes through this layer and less heat will be
generated.

The two voltages of Vd and Vc = Vd - Vq are

connected to the anode and the cathode, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7.8(a).

As illustrated in Fig. 7.8(b), this

circuit topology creates a constant voltage (Vd - VG) between
the resistive layer and the electrolyte.

The zeta potential

across the capillary is

c = f-1(Vd - VG)

(31)

and the electroosmotic velocity is proportional to the zeta
potential

v eo 06 C

(32)
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The voltage between the cathode and the anode is Vg when Vg *
0 and Vc * 0.
Presently, the major application foreseen for MIEEKFED
is for capillary electrophoresis and related techniques

(7).

By using MIEEKFED instead of regular capillary
electrophoresis, it should be possible to "fine tune" the
device performance for maximum resolution.

The potential

application of MIEEKFED to capillary electrophoresis has been
outlined in an earlier paper (8).
Other potential applications include continuous flow
electrophoresis, analytical particle electrophoresis, and
isoelectric focusing; since electroosmotic flow reduces the
effectiveness of these processes (9).

Previous attempts to

control this fluid flow have involved use of internal
chemical coatings.

Since coatings are not stable and cannot

give a zero zeta potential, a better alternative is to use
MIEEKFED to tune the zeta potential to zero.

V .

CONCLUSION
A novel effect called field effect electroosmosis is

postulated, which can be considered as an extension to the
electrokinetic phenomena.

In the preliminary results, the

metal-insulator-electrolyte structure has been modelled
mathematically.

It is shown that the zeta potential, defined

as the voltage drop across the diffusion layer, can be
changed by varying the voltage applied across the MIE.

A new
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device based on field effect electroosmosis is proposed.

The

device, which was called a metal-insulator-electrolyteelectrokinetic field effect device or MIEEKFED, could be
considered as the first electrokinetic transistor.

This work

could be a new beginning for several potential applications
such as separation based sensors and direct application for
the development of modified types of capillary
electrophoresis with more controlability, higher resolution,
or higher speed.
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VI.

LIST OF

SYMBOLS

Ci

Inner Helmholtz layer capacitance

C2

Outer Helmholtz layer capacitance

Ca

Capacitance due to variation of surface charge

oQ on

the insulator with surface potential, cpQ
Cq

Total capacitance of Ch and C0 in series forideal
case

C0

Oxide capacitance

Cd

Diffusion layer capacitance

Ct

Total capacitance for MIE

Ch

Helmholtz capacitance for MIE

E

Electric field

Ebd

Breakdown electric field

k

Boltzmann constant

nQ

Concentration of electrolyte

q

Electron charge

T

Temperature

Veo

Electroosmotic velocity

Vq

Voltage between metal and electrolyte

Vd

Voltage between cathode and anode

Vss

Saturated surface potential

Vpzz

Voltage Vq at which zeta potential is zero

Vzs

Zero surface charge potential

X0x

Oxide thickness

Zie

Total impedance of double layer in parallel with Ca
and the Warburg impedance Zw
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Greek

Alphabet

£e

Dielectric constant of electrolyte

Eq

Absolute dielectric constant of vacuum

er

Relative dielectric constant

£

Zeta potential

T|

Viscosity of the liquid

p

Charge density

Om

Charge at the metal insulator interface

O0

Surface charge at the insulator electrolyte due to
specific adsorption

Cb

Charge at inner Helmholtz layer

CTd

Charge in diffuse layer

(Po

Potential at the insulator electrolyte interface

<Pb

Potential at the inner Helmholtz layer

(Pd

Potential at outer Helmholtz layer
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Figure 7.1.

(b )

a) A capillary covered with metallic coating.
b) Cross section of Metal-Insulator-Electrolyte
Field Effect Device (MIEEKFED).
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Figure 7.2.

Potential

The charge and potential profile in a totally
blocked MIE system.
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o -200

-500

Figure 7.3.

500

Change in zeta potential £ as a function of V q
for various ionic concentrations for ideal case.
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Figure 7.4.

200

Theoretical C-V response of an ideal MIE for
various ionic concentrations.
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Figure 7.5.

0.0

30 0

Change in zeta potential £ as a function of Vq
for different pH and constant concentration with
the oxide thickness of 1 (|lm) .
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Figure 7.6.

Change in zeta potential as a function of V q for
different concentrations and constant pH with
the oxide thickness of 1 (|im) .
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Figure 7 ..7.
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d ob
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Metal-Insulator-Electrolyte and reference
electrode structure,

b)

Circuit diagram of MIE.
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Figure 7.8.

a)

The schematic of MIEEKFED with the constant
zeta potential across the capillary,

b)

The voltage perpendicular to the wall of the
capillary versus x.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Capillary electrophoresis was originally described as

free solution electrophoresis.

Three major categories of the

capillary electrophoresis family are Capillary Zone
Electrophoresis (CZE), Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary
Chromatography (MECC), and Gel Electrophoresis.

By comparing

the fundamental equations (migration time and resolution
equation) for CZE and MECC, it is hard to demonstrate the
similarities of these two techniques, since the equations for
MECC, as they are shown in the previous chapter, have been
derived on a chromatographic basis, not an electrophoretic
one.

In this work we have derived the fundamental equations

for MECC based on electrophoresis as a function of the
mobilities of the components.

The components in the

theoretical plate height expression for MECC derived by
Terabe et a l . (1) are compared with the appropriate
parameters of the Van-Deemter equation.
equation has been derived for MECC.

A Van Deemter-like

MECC optimal conditions

for better resolution have been found for neutral solutes for
three modes of operation of MECC.

II.

EFFECTIVE

ELECTROPHORETIC

EFFECTIVE

MIGRATION

NEUTRAL

MOBILITY

MOBILITY

FOR

AND

THE

SOLUTE

The relation between the applied electric field, E, and
the velocities vEor vBC, and vEP are given as

124
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= M-e o e

(1 )

v mc — M-mcE

(2 )

veo

vep

(3)

= M-EP,mcE

where }1.eo is the electroosmotic mobility, |lmc is the micelle
total mobility, and jlsp is the electrophoretic mobility of the
micelle.

The |J.Ep and |lmc values are related by the relation

(4)

M-mc — M-EO + M’Ep,mc

Two new mobilities are defined: the effective electrophoretic
mobility and the effective migration mobility for the neutral
solute.

Although the solute molecules are neutral, they

spend a fraction of time in the micelles and a fraction of
time in the electroosmotic flow.

In other words, the solute

molecules are mobile and carried at each instance either by
the micelles or the electroosmotic flow.

Correspondingly,

there is an effective electrophoretic mobility and an
effective migration mobility for the neutral solute.

The

effective electrophoretic mobility of the neutral solute can
be defined as

(5 )
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where nmc and

n aq

are the total moles of the solutes in the

micelle and in the aqueous phase, respectively.

By using the

capacity factor definition k' = ^S1S- the effective
electrophoretic mobility in eq. [1] can be shown in terms of
the capacity factor and the electrophoretic mobility of the
micelle.

(6 )

This equation depicts that if k'=0 the effective
electrophoretic mobility of the solute becomes zero and if k'
has very large value the effective electrophoretic mobility
approaches the electrophoretic mobility of the micelle.
The other mobility is defined, the effective migration
mobility of the solute, M-s> as the summation of the effective
electrophoretic mobility of the solute and the electroosmotic
mobility.

(Is — M-EP + M-EO

(7)

The relation between the applied electric field, E, and the
velocities, the solute velocity, vs, and the effective
electrophoretic velocity of the solute, VgP, are given as

(8 )
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V EP - M’EP e

(9)

From the equations (6) and (7), it can be seen that if the
micelle was not present in the solution or if the solute is
insolubilized in the micelle, then k'=0 and so M-ep=0'
therefore, the effective migration mobility of the neutral
solute becomes M-s = M-e o -

By adding the micelle to the solution,

effective electrophoretic mobility for the neutral solute is
created.

Ill.

VAN

DEEMTER-LIKE

EQUATION

FOR

MECC

Sepaniak and Cole have studied experimentally the
factors that influence column efficiency in MECC (2).

Their

work showed Van Deemter-like behavior of plate height vs.
applied voltage, which is proportional to the velocity of
mobile phase.

Recently, Terabe et a l . have reported their

theoretical and experimental results on band broadening
phenomena that occur in MECC separations (1).

Davis has also

developed random-walk theory of nonequilibrium plate height
for MECC (3).

The theoretical plate height based on the work

of Terabe et a l . will be compared with the Van Deemter
equation.

Intuitively, it should be possible to choose

proper coefficients to summarize the column plate height, H,
of MECC similar to Van Deemter equation.

According to Terabe
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et a l ., there are five causes of band broadening, and the
overall column plate height is given as

H = HL + Hmc + Haq + Ht + Hep

in which

Hl ,

(10)

Hmc, Haq, Ht, and Hep are plate heights generated

by longitudinal diffusion, sorption-desorption kinetics of
micellar solubilization, intermicelle mass transfer in the
aqueous phase, radial temperature gradient effect on
electrophoretic velocity, and electrophoretic dispersion of
the micelles, respectively.

Of course, it needs to be

mentioned that these causes of band broadening are not
exclusive according to Terabe et al. (1).

An expression for

the plate height contribution due to longitudinal diffusion,
Hl ,

in conventional open capillary chromatography can be

derived based on Einstein's law of diffusion.

In that case,

Hl is simply twice the diffusion coefficient, D, of the
solute in the mobile phase velocity (4).

Since all solutes,

regardless of their retention, spend the same length of time
in the mobile phase, there is no dependence on a retention
parameter.

But in MECC all solutes do not spend the same

length of time in the mobile phase (2).
MECC expression for

Hl ,

A more complicated

that includes the micelle solubilized

solute, has been derived by Terabe et al.

tt

_

Hl =

2 (D a g +
1 +

Dmc)

( t 0 / t mc) k '

•

(1) to be

1
v Eo

_.

(11)
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where Daq and Dmc are the diffusion coefficients of the solute
in the aqueous phase and in the micelle, respectively.

From

the above equation, if Dmc=0 and tmc goes to infinity, which
is the case for column chromatography with stationary phase,
2D
the result xs Hl = ~ . Thxs xs sxmply the longitudinal
v Eo

diffusion component of the Van Deemter equation (4, 5, 6).
Since 2D is usually represented with B(5), B' is chosen to
represent the coefficient of Hl *

If B — Bm + Bg, Bm = 2 (Daq) , and Bg = 2 (k Dmc) t

(12a)

tp
where r-^ = 0
Umc
2 (Dao+k'Dmc)
B
then B' = 7 ~
, ^
= - >, v l + (to/tmc)^
^ tp
ytmc

(12b)

B' also can be given based on two components, B' = Bm + Bg
where

Bm
1+l^p
-me J

and Bj - 2 ^ Dmv
1+hr2I ‘-me,

B#
Bm + Bs
Hl = —
= ~--"p~
v Eo

V
and vEo = Heq • ^

(13a, 13b)

v EO

(14)

(15)
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The term vEo can be substituted from eq.

(15) in eq.

(14), so

we obtain Hl in terms of the electroosmotic mobility and the
voltage applied across the capillary.
B'L _ Bm + Bs L
M-eov

(16)

M-eov

The term representing sorption-desorption kinetics of
micellar solubilization (Hmc) , also has been derived by Terabe
et al.

(1) is given as,

(17)

where k^ is the desorption rate constant.

It can be seen for

stationary phase, tmc again goes to infinity.

2 k'

vEo
'

T5T

<18:

This equation is the same as Hs in column chromatography with
solid stationary phase (5) , where

77 -

Kd

= t^, and t^ is the

average desorption time of the analyte from the surface.

HS = CS V =

2ktd
(1+k)2 V

(19)
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where Cs is the coefficient for mass transfer to and from the
solid stationary phase in column chromatography.

Cs is

chosen to show the coefficient of Hmc [eq. (17)] such that

(2 0 )

Hmc — CS vEo

vEo can be substituted from eq.

(15) in eq. (20).

So we

obtain Hmc as
V
Hmc =

Cs |1e o

(2 1 )

l

The expression for the plate height contribution of
intermicelle diffusion in the aqueous phase, Haq, also has
been derived by Terabe et al.

(1) and it is given as

1Haq —

_kl
1+k'

tmc

j

d 2Vso

(2 2 )

4D aq

1+

where d is the intermicelle distance, and Daq is the diffusion
coefficient of the solute in the aqueous phase.

For the

stationary phase when the migration velocity of the micelles
is zero, tmc becomes infinity and we get

Haq

-(*?•

d2VEo
4Daq

(23)
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The parameter
which is the coefficient in H = Cm veo in column
chromatography, where Hm is the contribution plate height due
to mass transfer to the mobile phase with stationary phase in
column chromatography.
of Haq [eq.

Cft is chosen to show the coefficient

(22)] such that

— C{i vEo

H aq

veo

can be substituted from eq. (15) in eq.

(24)

(24)

V
H aq

—

Cfi

(25)

ji-Eo ^

The temperature gradient contribution to the plate height
given by Terabe et al.

(1) is as follows:

(26)

where rc is the radius of column, k0 and

are electrical and

thermal conductivities of the solutions, respectively, I is
current, and T0 is the temperature of the solution.
coefficient of veo in eq.

(26) is chosen to be D' .

The
This term

does not have a counterpart in the Van Deemter equation.

The

coefficient of eq. (26) is chosen to be D ' such that
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Ht = D'

v Eo

(27)

Substituting eq. (15) in eq. (27) in previous cases, Ht is
obtained

Ht = D' jlEo

(28)

7

The electrophoretic dispersion contribution to the plate
height, Hep, has been obtained by Terabe et a l . (1).

This

term is the dominant term in plate height for higher
electroosmotic velocities,

0.02

61 l-tto ^ k'

me
H ep = -------------

VEO

Tkd
7 = E ' v Eo

(29)

(This equation is valid only for SDS solutions, because the
coefficient 0.02 6 is an estimated value for the SDS micelle.)

For tmc equal to infinity for the stationary phase case,
Hep is given as,

Hep = 0.026 ^

vEo = E' vEo

(30)

This term similarly does not have a counterpart in the Van
V
Deemter equation. When vEo = |iEo — is substituted in eq.
(30) , we get
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Hep = E'

|1e o

£

(31)

The number of theoretical plates for all contributions is
obtained by combining eqs. (16),
L
with N = — , then

(19),

(21),

(25), and (31)

L2 Ueo V
__ ---------------(B&+B§)L2 + (C§+C&+D'E')n|0 V 2

By using eq.

(32)

(15) and simple algebraic manipulation, Van

Deemter-like equation for MECC could be derived frniiveq.
(32) .

N

(Bfc+B§)/vEo + (C§+Cfc+D'+E')vEo

(33)

This equation depicts that similar to the chromatographic Van
Deemter equation, the first term in the denominator is the
longitudinal diffusion term which decreases by increasing the
electroosmotic velocity.

The second term in the denominator,

which is due to slow equilibration (C', E') and temperature
gradient contributions (Df), is directly proportional to the
electroosmotic velocity.
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IV.

MIGRATION

TIME’

The migration time, ts, for the solute to eluate can be
found by combining eq.

(8 ) and the migration time ts = — ,
vs

ts —

V
E = — , then ts

Since

By substituting

from eq.

(34)

\l*sE

L2
HsV

(7) into eq.

(35)

(35) , we find the

migration time ts
_____ L2
S

[M-ep+|1 eo]v

where V is the voltage applied across the capillary.

(36)

It can

be shown with proper substitution and algebraic manipulation
that eq.

(36) is equivalent to its counterpart chromatography

equation of the migration time for MECC (7) , which is

1

tR =
1+

+k'

(37)

-me

R E S O LU T IO N
The resolution R<= is defined as (5.6) Rs= [ (ts)B-(ts)a ]/W a v g
(ts)B + (ts)A
and N = 16
where W^vg =
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Rs -

,38,
’ [(ts)b+ (ts)a!

2

where N is the number of theoretical plates. By inserting ts
L ,
=
j, in eq. (38) and with some algebraic manipulation, Rs is
obtained as follows:

(Jj~.s)A— ~

s “ 1
2

1
2 "[ (M-s)A+

eq.

(R$)B

. N^.

*
*
* [(Rs)a+(Rs)b]

_
(M-s) b] = Rs and Rs given by eq.

4

(39)

(7) are substituted in

(39), from which the following expression is derived for

Rc

R. -

^ g-B ■ ^
Rs

(40)
4

Since these equations are applied to a pair of solutes whose
effective electrophoretic mobilities are similar enough to
make their separation difficult, the following approximations
could be made

Re p ,a “ Re p ,b = R ep =

f _

and

Rep =

^EP,B

(41)

A

k'

Rep

(42)

v1+k',
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(Us) B ~

((Is) A “

(43)

((Is) = (lEP + Me o

Now by inserting in eq. (40), the resolution in new form is

_ M-e p .a

Ks -

_*

M-e p

~ M-e p .b

N 1 /2

(44)

A
+ M-Eo

Equation (44) describes the resolution in terms of
mobilities.

This equation is equivalent to its counterpart,

the chromatography equation of resolution for MECC (8 ), which
is

Vn
Rs =

1

g-i
a

(45)

l+ks

1

+
vtmcy

However, this is not the whole story because N is also
function of the mobilities.
replaced in eq.

„

_ i

Ks _

A

M-EP.A

‘

_*
R ep

The term N from eq.

(32) can be

L 2(1EoV

V/2

(44), to give

- HEP.B

+ Reo

( B 6 + B § ) L 2 +(CS+C]?I+D'+E')(12 0

v2

Equation (4 6 ) is the resolution in terms of mobilities.

(46)

It

needs to be remembered that the coefficients in the
denominator of the second term in eq.

(46) are implicitly a

function of Rmc/REo-
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Now in order to compare the resolution equation Rs for
MECC [eq.

(46)] with the equation for the resolution of CZE

(9), which is

Rs =

(M-E

eq.

yl/ 2

(M-e . a ~ V-e . b )
+

(47)
4^12

liE o )1 ^2

(46) needs to be simplified further.

resolution eq.

D1/ 2

Since for the CZE

(47), the thermal band broadening has not been

included, the Ht term in eq. (4 6 ) can be eliminated;
especially because its contribution is small (1).

By

referring to definitions of B', Cg, Cft, and E', we see that
they all have the term (1 +(~2_ |lc') in their denominators.
V^mc

J

Then, B", Cg, Cm and E" are defined as the following:

B" = B'

(48)

1+
-me

^ Lm cJ

1--------

1+
-

a

Si

II

PQ

pq

na

o r

and Bg = Bg |^l+f;

J

1+1

Cg = eg

Cm = C6

t } ]

•
•

E" = E'

[1+fcX
1+

k'

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)
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Substituting It-2-) = ^t22- and combining eqs. (46, 48-52), we
iT-mc I
HEo
get

Rs =

A

. M-EP.A ~ liEP.B

4

^(Bff+Bg)L2 +<Cg+Cff+E")Jl§ 0 V 2

|Xe P + M-Eo

and by substituting Hmc = |lEo + [iEP in

(53)

and some

rearrangements, the following is obtained

=

(l+k')

M-e o /

k'
l+k'

M-e p

Now by substituting eq.

M-eo

— (l+k') (|lEp + ^e o )

(54) into eq.

(54)

(53) and simplifying

the denominator of the first term with the numerator of the
second term, with the assumption of k - k', it follows

1

(IIe p .a

-

Rs=T

=4

^

>
1/2
(k'+l)L2V
^(Btf+Bg) L2 +(Cg+Ctf+E")n|QV2^

f
M-e p .b K M - e p

tpEP + M-Eol 1 / 2

,

(55)

Rs also can be transformed to the other form by multiplying
the numerator and the denominator by (k'+l) 1 / 2 and setting
kg
~ ____ _
:=— = a, kX - k', and |lEp = |imc - |XEOf this intermediate form is

kA
obtained
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/
lfg-r
R S=

a

i-

ks
1 +ki

\

M-mc
M-Eo

U /2

Heq L 2V

(B^+Bg) L2+ (Cg+Cfi+E") |l|DV 2

1/2

P
(56)

Equation

(56)can be

transformedto

|lmc
t0
by substituting r— = r— ,
MSo
-me

and ve 0

its chromatography
V
= Ueo Tr
1j

form

and with some

algebraic manipulations,
\

r
1 /a-lV

Rs

a

1- -

kn
ki+1

1
V

+1

"Nl/2

-mc

^ - 1

•me

Bfi+Bg

kX

J

(57)
+

(Cg+Ctf+E")vEo

veo

The chromatography resolution equations are provided in Table
8.1.

The electrophoresis equations for migration time and

resolution for both CZE and MECC are given in Table 8.2.

The

similarities can be seen much better in these tables by using
the concept of effective migration mobility, H-s, of the
solute for MECC.

Now by applying these equations, especially

the electrophoretic equations, the ultimate resolution
attainable is theoretically found in MECC and it is compared
with the ultimate resolution in CZE.
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VI .

OPTIMIZATION
Depending on the migration mobility of the micelle, |lmCr

MECC with neutral solutes can be classified into three modes.
Case I is when Hmc < 0 or -|1ep > Me o - For this case, which
to
has been referred to by Terabe et al. (10) as negative
tmc
the micelles migrate in a direction opposite to the
electroosmotic flow.

In this work it is assumed that any

mobility is positive if its direction is the same as the
electroosmotic flow vector, and it is negative if its
direction is opposite.

In Case II, the electroosmotic

mobility could be modified such that Ueo = _Mep/ then |lmc =
to
Since Jlmc = 0, then tmc goes to infinity and
= 0. Case
III is when |lmc > 0 or -[Iep < M-Eo >

0

.

This mode of operation is

the conventional one, which occurs usually without
manipulation of the electroosmotic mobility.

Without any

extra coatings of the capillary, or other type of
modification of the electroosmotic mobility, its magnitude is
usually greater than the electrophoretic mobility of the
micelle.

The optimization for each mode of operation follows

below.

Cas.fi...I :

|ljnc < 0 or -|1ep > |1eo

In this case, the micelles are migrating oppositely to
the electroosmotic mobility.

However, the solute must

migrate in the same direction as the electroosmotic flow.

In
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order to maintain this condition, the effective migration
mobility of the solute, |l|, must be greater than zero.

^■s = M-ep + M-eo ^
*
By substituting Hep =

(58)

0

k'

~ t (Ie p in the above inequality, we

1+ k

obtain the following condition for maintaining the inequality
(58) .

_ki_ <
l+k'

jjjgj
Me p

'■

;

Solving the above inequality for k', the range of acceptable
k' is obtained which can satisfy the above inequality,

k' < - -

M-Eo +H-EP

or k' < -jp 1
M-mc

(60)

With the above constraint, eq. (55) has only one maxima.
This maxima occurs when the denominator of the first term in
eq.

(55) is equal to zero.

For this condition the resolution

goes to infinity

(Hep + |1eo) 1,/2 =

= “P ep

0

(61)
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At this condition, the electroosmotic flow just balances the
effective electrophoretic mobility of the neutral solute.

In

other words, the neutral solute is carried by the micelles in
one direction as much as the solute is carried by the
electroosmotic flow in the opposite direction, at which point
substances with extremely small differences in their
effective electrophoretic mobilities (extremely small
differences in capacity factors) may be resolved.

This

resolution will be obtained, however, at a large expense in
time, as may be seen by referring to eq. (36) and imagining
Meo and Pep as being nearly equal but opposite.

This argument

is very similar to that for resolution optimization of
capillary zone electrophoresis; namely, when |1eo = ~Pe/ the
resolution and migration time go to infinity (9).

Case IX:

(lEo = -pEp, or Mmc = 0

In this case, the micelle is stationary and its
migration velocity is zero.
{7s 2 =
Mmc

or

n mc

substituting

R

Mo

M-o

=0.

trnc
This case is equivalent to — — =
to
By using eq. (56) or (57), and

= o, or tt2- =

0

tjn c

i f a z l Y j L _ Y _________ vgs_________

/2

4 ^ OC ^k'+l^(BM+Bs) L2+ (Cs +Cm +E) v Eo

(62)

Since the dominant contribution to theoretical height
dispersion is through the term Hi and Hep (1) , B and E which
are the coefficients in Hi and Hep are kept, and Cs and Cm are
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eliminated.

By substituting B and E, which are given by eqs.

(12a) and (29), into eq. (62) we obtain

I
4

Y j d _ Y ______
[ «

V

a/2

veo

Ak'+lJ
0.026- ,
A * +1 ^2(Daq+k'Dinc) + - ^ - k ' v | 0

(63)

It can be seen that N, which is the last expression, is a
strong function of k'.

The first term is independent of k',

so for Rs optimization it is needed to optimize the remainder
of the expression,

h(k') =

' V

a /2
0.026
k'+l 2 (Daq+k Dmc)+ ~~ v| k'
Kd
/
veo

(64)

For algebraic simplification, the two following constants are
defined,

%

0.026 ,
= 2Daq and B2 = 2Dmc + — —
v|Q

By substituting the two constants in eq.

(65)

(64),

1/2
v.
Eo

h(k') =

is obtained.

k'+ij

(66)

To find the optimal value of k', it is necessary

to take the derivative of eq.
zero.

(Bi+iJ2 k ' ) 1 / 2

(64) and to set it equal to

The following quadratic equation results
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JS2 k'2 - fi2 k' ~ 2&i =

(67)

0

The physically acceptable solution is

Ji2 +

k'opt (maximum Rg)

* 8J52 J3i
(6 8 )

To obtain a quantitative estimate, the following values have
been taken from the paper of Terabe et al.
(mm2 -s_1), vEo = 2 (mm-s-1), Daq =
x 10“3, and ii2 = 2.04 x 10-4.
k'opt

8

(1); Dmc = 5 x 105

x 10- 4 (mm2 -s-1), hi =

1.6

By using fii and B2,

(maximum Rs) is calculated to be

k'opt (maximum Rs) = 4 . 5 for tt2- = 0

(69)

and for vEo = 1 (mm-S-1), k'opt (maximum Rg) =5.6.

Case III:

^imc > 0 or -|lEP < |lEo

This mode of operation is the conventional mode of
operation for MECC.

To find the optimum resolution for this

case, it can be seen that the denominator of the first term
in eq.

(55) cannot be zero as for Case I and it is positive.

Since -Hep < Heo
|1e o

+ Hep

= Hs > 0*

R°r the optimization of the resolution

for this mode of operation the chromatography resolution eq.
(56) has been used.

The selectivity factor has been found to
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be independent of the micelle concentration for neutral
solutes (1 0 ,
k', too.

11

,

12

), which means that it is independent of

The last term in eq. (56) is
a/2

U e q L 2V

(70)

(Bfl+Bg) L2 + (Cg+Cfi+E") H| 0 V 2

For lower value of k', B# = Daq is the dominant component in
the denominator of expression (70) .

Because Dmc is one order

of magnitude smaller than Daq, and 2Daq = BM is dominant in
comparison to 2Dmc k' = Bs for lower values of k'. According
to Terabe et a l . (1), Hmc and Haq contribute very little to
the theoretical plate height so Cg and Cfi/ which are the
coefficients of Hmc and Haq, are not dominant in expression
(70).

E" is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than B#

for lower values of k'.

Therefore, at low values of k', the

dominant term in the denominator of expression (70) is B$,
which is independent of k'. Now the remainder of the
resolution eq.

(56), which is a strong function of k', can be

optimized.

1

f(k') =

kl
k'+l

-

jlmc

flEo

(71)

1/2

1+

l^o /

-1

where ks - k& - k' - k'
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The following quadratic equation is obtained

k'2 +

- x) *

+ (2 - 2 £ ) = 0

|72)

only the positive of the two roots is acceptable

k-.pt (maximum Rs)

V

(73>

The values of k'Qpt (maximum Rs) have been calculated from eq.
(73) for different values of
III.

As shown, by increasing

increases .
infinity.

Pmc

and are presented in Table

M-mc

k'0Pt (maximum Rg)

M'Eo
The best resolution is obtained if „—
goes to

Pmc

This happens if Hmc becomes zero.

cannot apply eq.

However, we

(73) to find k'OPt when I—*2, goes to infinity
Pmc

because this violates the assumption that eq. (73) is
applicable for lower values of k'.

In fact, when

M-Eo

Pmc

goes to

infinity or pmc goes to zero, Case II, for which the optimum
capacity factor for the best resolution is ~5 is obtained.
Therefore, eq.

(73) is applicable for k' < ~ 5 .

Another important parameter for optimization is the
relation of the migration time with a given resolution.
tR
ratio of — 2 is obtained by using eqs. (36) and (56).

The

Rs
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L2(k'+1)/|
R§

|iEov

(x _ JtknS-V

H

a J tk'+lj

I

feo

Ueq L2V
(Bfi+Bg) L2+ (Cs+Cm+E" )(l| 0 V2

(74)

After some algebraic simplifications

tR=l 6 r|

((k'+l) 3

(Bft+Bg)L2 +(Cg+Cfi+E")[40 V2N1

k '2

Ueo

J

V-lo

v2

(75)

The resolution could be maintained constant at a desired
value by changing L while k is changing.

The term a is

independent of k', as mentioned earlier.

The last term in eq.

(75) can be assumed to be independent of k' for lower values
of k', based on the same argument which was made for
expression (70). The term 1 - MrncV also is independent of
Veo )
k'.

Therefore, to find the optimum response time with a

constant Rs, in terms of the capacity factor, the following
part of eq.

(75) is optimized,

g(k') =

^(k'+l)
k '2

(76)
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(77)

3 (l+k' ) 2 k '2 - (l+k') |k' = 0

(78)

After some simplifying and solving the above equation, the
answer is k' = 2 .

Therefore, at k' = 2 the maximum resolution

per unit time can be obtained.

This result is interesting

because it matches the optimum value, k =

2

, for maximum

resolution per unit time in the conventional column
chromatographic method (14).

The overall conclusion for

Cases II and III is that the optimal values of k' are between
2 to ~5 for good resolution and resolution per unit time.

It

is very interesting that this optimum range is the same as
that for column chromatography (14), even though the
fundamental equations for tR, Rs , and H are not the same in
MECC as those for column chromatography.

The summary of

these three cases is shown in Fig. 8.1.

V II.

C O M P A R IS O N W IT H

PREVIOUS

O P T IM IZ A T IO N

FOR

M£££
There is not any previous work in optimization for Case
I.

For this case, it is needed to optimize the product of

the two new fundamental equations for ts and Rs, which have
been derived in this work based on an electrophoresis
approach.

For the other Cases, II and III, Terabe et al.

optimized more qualitatively the resolution in terms of the
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capacity factor (8 ).

To evaluate the effect of k' on

resolution, they used the function f(k'), the product of the
last two terms in the resolution equation(45),

f(k') _
= | V' | | 1 ~ tp/tmc
~
1
^k + 1 J y_l + (t0 /tmc)k

(79)

They have shown the dependence of the function f(k') on k' in
a figure for some different values of t0 /tmc-

Foley (15) has

used above equation to optimize the resolution more
quantitatively.
fa-l'

in

He has assumed that the first two terms

Vn

resolution eq. (45) show little, if any,

dependence on the capacity factor.

Thus the optimization,

k'opt(maximum Rs), has been obtained by taking the derivative
of f(k') with respect to k' and setting the resulting
expression equal to zero; namely,

k'opt

(maximum Rs) =

(8°)

He also has obtained the optimization of the resolution per
unit time, in which the methodology used previously for
conventional chromatographies (GC, HPLC, SFC, etc.) has been
adopted.

The equation which has been optimized for the

resolution per unit time is

t, - i*rj i ^ - l 2
v

J

fv r tr0/tmc
V TJ

veo

<8 i]
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It is assumed that the values a, t0r tmc, H, and Veo
essentially are constant.

Ey maintaining Rs constant, by

changing L while k' is changing, eq. (81) has been optimized
~
~
Re
with respect to k'. The value k'opt (maximum “ •) is found by
taking the derivative of the last term of eq.

(81), which ‘is

shown as g(k') in eq. (82), and setting it equal to zero.

g(k')

k'opt

(l+k') 3 (1 + (tn/tme)k')
k '2

(maximum . )

(82)

(83)

The difference between the optimization procedures of
previous works (8 , 15) and the present work, is that in the
previous work, N has been assumed to be independent of k', but
in this study N has been assumed to be a function of k'
according to the work of Terabe et al.

(1), and it has been

included in the optimization process.

The optimum capacity

factor for resolution and resolution per unit time have been
calculated for the present work and previous work (19) and
are summarized in Table III.

Even though the results are

close over some ranges of the optimum capacity factor, the
optimum values of the present work should have higher
resolution because of the inclusion of the dependence of N on
k' .

The ranges over which the previous assumptions made to
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derive the optimum equations are shown to be valid or invalid
are given in Table 8.3.

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

A Van Deemter-like equation have been derived for the
number of theoretical plates, N, in MECC.

This very well

justifies why the experimental data for N have Van Deemterlike shape (1, 2).

By using the derived Van Deemter-like

equation, two new fundamental equations for MECC have been
derived.

These two equations, for the migration time and the

resolution, are analogous to the fundamental equations for
capillary zone electrophoresis.

The electrophoresis

characteristics of MECC can be described by defining two
important quantities called effective migration mobility, |ls,
and effective electrophoretic mobility of the neutral solute.
In contrast to stationary phase column chromatography, the
number of theoretical plates, N, cannot be considered
independent, nor a weak function of the capacity factor, k',
unless the important term fl+f~fi_'^c'1 is removed from the N
rmcJ J
expression derived by Terabe et al.

(1).

It is noteworthy

that this term exists in all components of H except for Ht.
MECC has been classified into three cases depending on
the migration mobility of the micelles.
Jlrnc < 0.

In case I, we have

This case is the same as that which Terabe has

referred to as the negative tmc/t0 case (10) .

It has been
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shown that an asymptotic maximum exists which makes the
resolution and the migration time infinity.
for asymptotic maxima is

|1eo = “ P e p

•

The condition

To meet this condition, it

is required that the electroosmotic mobility is reduced to a
value lower than the electrophoretic mobility.

Hence, here

MECC is very similar to capillary zone electrophoresis in
which the ultimate resolution is obtained by setting

|1e o = ~ P e -

To meet this condition, the electroosmotic mobility must be
reduced.

If this condition is exactly met, the resolution

and the migration time approach infinity.

For cases I and

II, where |i.mc > 0 and |lmc = 0, respectively, it is shown that
a local maximum exists for each case to optimize the
resolution.

Also, the optimum range of k' for good resolution

and resolution per unit time is obtained theoretically to be
between 2 to 5.

It is interesting that this optimum range is

the same as that for column chromatography, even though the
equations for tR, Rs, and H in MECC are not the same as the
corresponding expressions for column chromatography.
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IX .

L IS T _OF

d

intermicelle distance

D

diffusion coefficient of a solute

Daq

diffusion coefficient of a solute in an aqueous phase

Dmc

diffusion coefficient of a solute in a micellar phase

k'

capacity or retention factor = nmc/ n aq

kd

desorption rate constant of a solute from a micelle

kSM

solute-micelle binding constant

L

length of capillary across which voltage is applied

N

separation efficiency; number of theoretical plates

n aq

number of moles of solute in the aqueous phase

nmc

number of moles of solute in the micellar phase

Rs

resolution = At/W^vG

tQ

migration time for an unretained solute

t-mc

migration time for a micelle

ts

migration time for a solute in CZE

V

velocity of migration

veo

velocity of electroosmotic flow

V

applied voltage

a

selectivity; a=k'B/k'A

He

electrophoretic mobility of a charged solute

He

average electrophoretic mobility of two charged solutes

H eo

electroosmotic mobility

SYMBOLS

H e p ,me electrophoretic mobility of a micelle
Hmc

net migration mobility of a micelle = He p ,me + Heo

Hep

effective electrophoretic mobility of a neutral solute
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P ep

average effective electrophoretic mobility of two
neutral solutes

Ps

effective migration mobility of a neutral solute =
Pep + Peo
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Table 8.1

Summary of the derived equations for the
resolution

(
r

f g = l t (-*'* 'I

I»JM

ft 0 Y\

I1 (tacjj

1f________

h
f'
s)/veo+ (Crs+C'm+D'+E')veo J

r.^vO
m+b'
tmc J
J ^(b'

where B' = B'M + B's and

B'm =

2 Dag_

2

B'S =

1+

k rnDme

1+1

•me

2 (1—to/tmo)2
S =

t})'

^mc J

J

a2
=

4 D aq

l+k'
1+1

‘-me J

(1—tp/tmc) k' ^
B 2 I4
24 (Daq+k'Dmc)
64 K§JC4 r§Y2TS

E' =

0 .2 6(1—tn/tmn)2k'
1+
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Table

8

.1 (continued)

tp/tme)
if
T
f t 0 V A / 2 4IB"/veo+(C"S+C"m+E") v E0

(1
■ f—

1

l a Ak'+ll

f

where k'A - k'B = k' = k' ,

B" = B' 1+

Y\
B"M=B'M|
M 1+

-k'
-me

C"m =C'm

B"S=B'S 1+
}

1

+

-me

C"s=C's 1+

■me

Ht=0 and E"=E' 1+
-me
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Table 8.2

Electrophoresis equations in CZE and MECC

L2

t s = ~—

P-sV

L2

--------------(Pe +Pe o )V

_

I f

Pe o = - P e t h e n

go

to

rw«W|-

Rs a n d

t s

in f in ity

CZE

MECC

Ps.A-Ps.B

N 1/2

Ps

4

L2

L2

P-sv

(P e p + P e o ) * v

r i. A - U i S . B

w h e re

N l/2
4

/

(

Pe.a_Pe.b 'j

^(Pe+Peo)

ic
*
>
Pe p . a +Pe p . b

" ^ (P e p +P e o ) 1 / 2 ,

1/2J

f

^

V4V2 D 1/2/

I f

J1E0 =

go

to

if

V 1/2

Pep t h e n

Rs a n d

t s

in f in ity

( k ' + l ) • L 2V

]

1 /2

' 4 ^ B " L 2 + ( C " s + C " m + E ) p | 0v 2 ^

r .

'

*
Pep, a=

k 'A
*
k 'B
~
Pe p , P e p , b =
~
1+k A
1 + k 's

. _*
k'
R e p a n d | i Ep =
_
i+ k '

Pe p
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Comparison between present and previous works for the optimum resolution and
resolution per unit time

R EFER ENC E (15)
HEO

ttnc

Pmc

to

Pmc

to

ftEO

tmc

PRESENT W O R K
11_

k'op (maximum

R s )= ' \ j

k ' opt(maximum R s/ ir )

~

k'opt(maximum R s/ ir )=2

1.5

0.67

1.22

2

0.5

1.41

1.19

1.24

2

3

0.33

1.73

1.31

2.19

2

4

0.25

2

1.39

3.14

2

5

0.2

2.24

approximate

1.45

approximate

3.53

valid

2

6

0.17

2.45

assumption,

1.50

assumption,

3.53

assumption

2

7

0.14

2.65

N independent of k ' „

1.55

N independent o f k ' ,

3.88

2

valid

8

0.13

2.83

close results

1.57

close results

4.08

2

assumption

3

to present work

1.60

to present work

4.43

2

1.63

4.66

\
/

1.72

5.74

1.81

7.40

9

0.11

10

0.1

3.16

15

0.07

3.87

25

0.04

5.00

100

0.01

500

0.002

oo

0

10
2.36
OO

/

i

i

1.2

k ' 0pi(maximum R s)

/I

0.84

/*

2
!

2
>

/i

2
2

invalid

1.94

valid

14.57

invalid

2

assumption,

1.99

assumption

32.09

assumption

2

invalid

2

invalid
results

2

J

'

OO

results

t
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TABLE 8.3

MECC

Ca se
or

peo

WITH

SOLUTES

Case TT

I
< “P e p

N E U TRAL

°r

peo

= “P e p

or

L-'

<

Case TTT
t^mc > 0
pEo > -Rep

•

■K oDt (maximum
p

„
, Fmc
Rs )=
s

peo

1
+ T +
2

2 - 4/^\
2

\ Peo /

8

for

R s =°° and t

)

\ Pmc J

k f betw ee n

+

\ Peo /

-7

0 to

about

5

optimum range for good
r e s o l u t i o n a nd go od
resolu ti on per unit t im e is
b e t w ee n 2 to 5

opt(maximum

opt(maximum

Figure 8.1

Rs )

t s / t R> =2

Summary of three modes of operation for MECC
with their optimum ranges of operation.
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